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1 Background

In recent years it has become interesting to consider storage media encryption for
smartphones, which are increasingly used in businesses to be available while on
the road. These contain company e-mail, documents to review and other critical
information. This information should not readily be available when someone
steals the smartphone and physically takes out the storage medium in order to
bypass the phone lock. Therefore (part of) the stored data is encrypted.

In newer smartphone this usually can be taken care of by AES [17] hardware.
In that case there is a dedicated circuit on the smartphone that can be used to
do most of the AES operations directly. This circuit is optimized on a hardware
level, and will have better performance any software implementation of AES.

This leaves lower-range smartphones without AES hardware at a disadvan-
tage in speed. A hardware implementation is typically faster than any software
implementation, since it is not limited to the available CPU threads. It is able
to get maximal work done within one cycle because it can resolve most data
dependencies on the fly. In order to still provide fast and secure cryptography
on these lower-end smartphones, we need cryptography that does not need to
rely on hardware implementations to be fast and efficient.

In this thesis we shall be looking at two ciphers that can be used to that end,
Adiantum [13] and Xoofff-WBC (Xoofff Wide Block Cipher) [16]. Our direct
goal is to make a very fast implementation of Xoofff-WBC for the ARMv7-
A specification, by leveraging parallelization extension (which we will discuss
in section 3.4). The ARMv7-A specification does not provide dedicated AES
instructions as discussed before.

We include some exposition on Adiantum (which was also implemented for
ARMv7-A) so that we can use it as a comparison for Xoofff-WBC while opti-
mizing the latter for speed. The goal is not necessarily to beat Adiantum in this
regard, but it would undoubtedly be nice.

1.1 Measuring algorithm performance

When measuring algorithm performance, it is inconvenient to measure in actual
time units. Intuitively, when executing any algorithm on a three year old mobile
phone we should expect (and will) measure the phone take significantly more
time than when measuring the same algorithm on a newer phone, just because
of the higher clock frequency.

A better measure to take is the amount of clock “cycles” that have passed
from the beginning until the end of the algorithms execution. But this is not
foolproof either, since most desktop processors have instructions that can do in
one clock cycle what a reduced instruction set computer processor (RISC pro-
cessor) can only do in three or four instructions. This is even when assuming
one instruction always takes one cycle, which it might not. This behaviour de-
pends both on the processor used, and the instruction sets implemented on the
processor.
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When measuring performance using clock cycles, we should be careful to
specify both the processor model we are using and the relevant instruction sets
it does support. This method does, however, erase the factor of clock frequency,
since it is counting the clock cycles regardless of frequency.

For cryptographic algorithms (also called ciphers) this is not the end of the
matter. One encryption algorithm might take longer than another when encrypt-
ing 128 bits of data but, because of the complexity of the other algorithm, their
performances might swap around such that the other algorithm is faster when
encrypting 512 bits of data. When measuring and comparing encryption algo-
rithms it is important to specify the size of the encrypted (or decrypted) data,
and ideally you want to compare the algorithms on multiple sizes of input. This
can be done by giving measurements in cycles per byte for several sizes.

1.2 Definining algorithm security

In the case of ciphers, one can also say something about the provided level of
security. With a good cipher, measuring security by trying to break the cipher
directly is hard and imprecise. Not to mention that it would take a lot of time, or
a lucky brute force hit could misrepresent the actual security. Instead of trying
to break the cipher directly, one can define security based on claims provided
with the cipher.

A claim is based on some model and a distinguisher D. This distinguisher
has as task to distinguish some cryptographic function F from an ideal (usually
random) function R, figure 1 shows a general distinguisher setup. The chosen
ideal function depends on the cryptographic function, we shall discuss some of
the specific claims further below. Note that R behaves randomly, but remembers
queries already done so that for every input already seen before, it will keep
generating the same cached output. However, if the length of the input varies,
then the output will be different.

F R

distinguisher D

Fig. 1. A general distinguisher setup.

Usually the distinguisher D is expressed in an estimation formula that de-
scribes what the advantage of distinguishing F from R is, given a certain cost
in data, processing power and other dependencies.

The idea when showing the security of a cipher, is to make claims concerning
the cryptographic primitives used to build the cipher. The security of the cipher
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is then based on some combination of the probabilities of any of the underlying
primitives being broken, and at what cost. Using this method we can not state
for certain that an actual cipher holds up, but we can prove that the cipher
provides security up to some bound, so long as the underlying functions hold up
to the claim.

1.3 Stream ciphers

Stream ciphers are cryptographic primitives that simply generate a keystream Z
(hence the name) from a key K by means of a derivation algorithm. This stream
is typically limited to a length with parameter l, and combined with a message M
using exclusive or, in order to encrypt M to ciphertext C. Decrypting the same
ciphertext C into M means re-generating the keystream Z and using exclusive
or to combine it with C, resulting in M . This works because C = M ⊕ Z and
C ⊕ Z = M ⊕ Z ⊕ Z = M .

When reusing key K, if part of M is known from a different cipher, there
could be a partial or complete reveal of the key stream or even of K itself. More
recent stream ciphers therefore introduce a tweak T that varies independently of
K. This diversifier is not secret, but makes keystream Z diverse. In this case T
is a public value, meaning that as long as it is used as a nonce (a Number used
ONCE) it ensures that key reuse can be done safely since varying T changes Z
seemingly at random.

More practically speaking, instead of using key K to generate Z multiple
times, we use tuples (K,T1) and (K,T2) to generate Z1 and Z2. Since Z1 and
Z2 have the same secret key, and T1 and T2 are public, it is easy for someone
with the key to regenerate Z1 and Z2 in order to retrieve the data. However,
it is no longer possible to leak information about messages M1 and M2 given
C = M ′⊕Z and C ′ = M ′⊕Z using C⊕C ′ = M ⊕M ′⊕Z⊕Z = M ⊕M ′. This
is because C = M ⊕ Z1 and C ′ = M ′ ⊕ Z2, such that Z1 and Z2 both depend
on key K, but they behave differently based on differing values of T . Note that
T can not be reused with the same key, but can be reused with a different key.

1.4 Stream cipher security

The security of a typical modern stream cipher can be expressed in several ways,
but it makes sense to choose a way that expresses the yield of any information.
Since keystream Z is supposed to be unpredictable without knowledge of key K
we could state that the strongest attack is one that tries to distinguish Z from
a truly random string.

One way to model this is to have a distinguisher setup with two generators
of bit-strings, as seen in figure 2. Both take as input length l, and diversifier D,
summarized as M = (D, l). One of these generators is the real cipher, instan-
tiated with some key K (SCK), which outputs a keystream Z. The other is a
random oracle RO that provides output in the same domain as the cipher, but
the keystream Z in this case is uniformly random.
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In order to function as a keystream generator, the oracle keeps a backlog of
queries and responses, called archive AR. When queried using this archive, RO
will perform one of the following steps:

– If AR does not contain an entry for M , then (M,Z) is generated with a Z
of length l.

– If AR does contain an entry for M , but the present Z is shorter than l then
(M,Z) is updated by extending Z to the desired length.

After any of these steps, RO always returns the first l bits of Z. This way the
oracle will return the same keystream Z every time it is queried with the same
parameters, much like a real stream cipher would.

The actual cipher when queried with M simply generates keystream Z with
the given parameters ((D, l) = M . We then set up a construction where we flip
a coin by taking b ∈R {0, 1}, and pick SCK when b = 1 and RO when b = 0.
We do not reveal our choice to the distinguisher. The chosen generator we call
an “oracle”, which our distinguisher gets to query by feeding it several tuples
(D, l) and getting back Z. Eventually the distinguisher has to guess if they are
communicating with SCK or RO.

SCK RO

distinguisher D

Fig. 2. A stream cipher distinguisher setup.

This distinguisher we describe a little vaguely is typically an algorithm, which
we shall from now on name D. After querying the oracle, D will eventually return
b′. The goal of D is to output b′ = 1 when b = 1, and with that, the advantage
that D has in distinguishing SCK from RO is:

∆D(SCK ;RO) = Pr(DSCK = 1)− Pr(DRO = 1)

Put in words, the distance between SCK and RO in terms of D is the prob-
ability that D outputs b′ = 1 when querying SCK (that is, when b = 1) minus
the probability of outputting b′ = 1 when querying RO. This advantage over
simply guessing is sometimes called pseudo-random function (PRF) security (see
section 4 of [5]), and is denoted:

AdvprfSC (D) = ∆D(SCK ;RO)

.
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The security claim, in this case, takes the form of proposing an algorithm D
with AdvprfSC (D) = 1. The security of SC is expressed in the cost of executing this
algorithm in terms of available data and computing power. Breaking the security
of SC amounts to finding a valid D′ with a cost lower than the proposed D.

1.5 Block Ciphers

An aspect of stream ciphers is that every bit in the ciphertext C maps back to
exactly one bit in the plaintext M . A possible issue with this is that a partially
known plaintext can result in the partial leak of the keystream used, which might
result in the attacker being able to predict (part of) the keystream from there
on out.

One cryptographic primitive that tries to address this potential issue with
some success is the block cipher. Block ciphers encrypt data per block of data,
such that a partially known plaintext will not result in part of the keystream
being recovered. The set of block ciphers can typically be divided in two subcat-
egories, wide block ciphers and regular block ciphers.

Wide block ciphers take a key K, and a message M of length l and use the
key to encrypt the message in a seemingly random way to ciphertext C of length
l in such a way that there is no direct correspondence between a bit in C and
a bit in M . In a good wide block cipher, changing one bit in C will result in a
completely useless M ′ that looks nothing like M . Vice-versa changing one bit in
M changes the resulting ciphertext to C ′ that looks nothing like C. Because of
this, no diversifier is needed and adjusting a bit to malicious ends will typically
bear no fruits.

Regular block ciphers are typically just called block ciphers, which is unfor-
tunate since (regular) block ciphers are the result of taking a wide block cipher
and then limiting length l to specific values. The term block cipher is in this
sense an unlucky choice, since a wide block cipher is actually more general than
a block cipher.

1.6 Block cipher security

The security of a block cipher can not be expressed in the same way as stream ci-
pher security. For stream ciphers it makes sense to try to distinguish key streams
from random streams. However, a block cipher does not have a key stream to
distinguish. What we can try is distinguishing by output blocks.

A block cipher B with a key K (BK), behaves like a permutation. That
means that if we input a plaintext P into BK we get a ciphertext C of the same
length l as P . A truly random counterpart to distinguish BK can be simulated
in the form of P which takes P as input, and gives a random C as output.

Just as with the random oracle in section 1.4, we need P to have an archive
AR so that on query P :

– If (P,C) does not exist, sample a random C with length l from all responses
not yet sampled (that is, there is no (P ′, C ′) where C = C ′). Add (P,C) to
AR.
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– If (P,C) exists in AR, retrieve C.

In both cases, P returns C. In this way, the behaviour of P is similar to that of
a permutation, since it maps all P of length l to all C of length l in a one-to-one
manner. Our distinguisher setup can be found in figure 3.

BK P

distinguisher D

Fig. 3. A block cipher distinguisher setup.

Similar to section 1.4, we want to find the advantage that an algorithm D
has in distinguishing BK from P. This is calculated as follows:

∆D(BK ;P) = Pr(DBK = 1)− Pr(DP = 1)

When put in words, using the same meanings of b and b′ as in section 1.4: The
distance between BK and P in terms ofD is the probability thatD outputs b′ = 1
when querying BK (that is, when b = 1) minus the probability of outputting
b′ = 1 when querying P. This advantage over simply guessing is sometimes
called pseudo-random permutation (PRP) security (see section 4 of [5]), and is
denoted:

AdvprpB (D) = ∆D(BK ;P)

Just like in section 1.4 the security of B takes the form of an algorithm D.
The security of B is expressed in the cost of executing this algorithm in terms
of available data and computing power. Breaking the security of B amounts to
finding a valid D′ with a cost lower than the proposed D.

B−1
K P

distinguisher D

Fig. 4. An inverted block cipher distinguisher setup.

A notion related to PRP security is strong PRP (SPRP, ±PRP) security,
as depicted in figure 4. With PRP security the distinguisher D sends queries of
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plaintext, and retrieves ciphertext. In the case of SPRP the distinguisher D also
gets the option to query the inverted cipher B−1

K using a ciphertext, retrieving
a plaintext. The latter security claim is only necessary when the inverse of the
encryption is used in the algorithm.

1.7 Wide Tweakable (S)PRP security

Among block ciphers there is the class of tweakable block ciphers. A tweak is
an extra (public) input into a block cipher to increase security in the case of
key re-use. Even if a key is reused for the same input (which might for example
happen in HTTP traffic), as long as the tweak is varied, an input block will not
result in the same output block, and therefore less information on the plaintext
message can be retrieved as a result.

Although a tweak seems similar to a nonce, it does not need to always be
unique. It is possible to base the tweak on the environment. For example, with
disk encryption we might take the sector number as a tweak. This means that
the tweak can be reused for every write action to that sector, but if the same
data is saved somewhere else, the ciphertext will differ since the sector number
differs.

In order to account for this tweak, we can take an array of random permu-
tations (see also [21]). One for each possible tweak T , indexed by said tweak.
Furthermore, in the case of a wide block cipher, it is also the case that for
the same tweak and key there are still several sizes to be encrypted, and the
behaviour of the cipher would differ for each length. In this case the array of
possible permutations is further expanded and indexed by both tweak T and
block length l.

Essentially this means that for every pair of tweak and input length (T, l)
the distinguisher D has to distinguish the real world from the ideal world. The
real world is populated with permutations formed by the tweakable block cipher
with input length l, tweak T and the fixed, unknown, key K. The ideal world is
populated with an array of permutations randomly and uniformly chosen from
the space of all possible l-bit permutations for all values of T and l.

1.8 Deck functions

A deck function, as defined in [15], takes a key together with arbitrary-length
input and generates arbitrary-length output. The term “deck” comes from these
behaviours, namely Doubly-Extendable (arbitrary-length in- and output) Cryp-
tographic Keyed (it takes a key.) functions.

Deck functions can be seen as a generalization of stream ciphers, in that they
start with some input and a key K in order to generate an output stream that is
theoretically infinite (it is “extendable”). Just like with stream ciphers we pass
some length l to the deck function to limit the generation to l bits. The two main
differences with a stream cipher is that diversifier D can have arbitrary length
(it, again, is “extendable”) and the fact that deck functions take sequences of
strings as input, and not just one continuous string.
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Because of the similarities between deck functions and stream ciphers, we
can apply the same PRF security model to deck functions as that we applied
to stream ciphers in section 1.4. This is discussed in more depth in [20](section
2.2).

1.9 ε-(almost-)∆-universal hashes

One concept that we shall have to deal with in this thesis, is that of ε-almost-∆-
universal hashes (see section 4 of [24]). Given a family of hash functions F with
a total number of N functions, of all f ∈ F and m the size of the output Y of
all f ∈ F . Given an additive abelian group G, some x1, x2 ∈ X and given some
y ∈ G, F is called ε-∆-universal if and only if for at most εN functions f ∈ F it
holds that f(x1)− f(x2) = y.

That is, put into words, at most εN hash functions taken from family F have
the same distance in output values for the same inputs. Further note (following
section 4 of [24]) that ε ≥ 1/m in this case. When speaking of ε-almost-∆-
universal hashes, this is (only) almost the case. When considering a security
claim for a hash, one would typically prove some upper bound for ε

For a more intuitive sense of ε-almost-∆-universal, realize that the output
generated by functions f ∈ F is going to be uniform in the occurrence of y =
f(x1) − f(x2). For example, suppose that F is a family of functions fK with
as parameter some key K, then there should be about εN keys K such that
y = f(x1)− f(x2) for any particular possible output y.

1.10 ε-(almost-)XOR-universal hashes

Not unlike ε-(almost-)∆-universal hashing we can also define ε-(almost-)XOR-
universal hashing where we take the XOR y = f(x1)⊕f(x2) as a difference. This
immediately limits our output of all f ∈ F to {0, 1}m, because XOR operates
on bit strings.

Besides this change, the concept is the same as in section 1.9. The XOR
between the outputs is such that when the family F is generated using a keyed
hash function taking a keyK, then it should be hard to predict key K by knowing
y = f(x1)⊕f(x2), because there are about εN keys K for which this calculation
yields that particular y.

1.11 Blinded keyed hash security

Blinded keyed hash security (bkh security) is a security claim related to collision
resistance, made by not observing the output of the hash directly. A blinded
keyed hash claim is made in section 6.1 of the Xoodoo Cookbook [15], and later
formalized in another paper [20].

The claim supposes a keyed hash function HK with some key K from the
set of all possible keys for H, K ∈ KH . Given input X and ∆ (known by the
attacker), we have two possible situations with two different random oracles.
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– RO1(HK(X) ⊕∆) for K ∈R KH , the situation where the random oracle is
returning output based on the behaviour of HK .

– RO2(X,∆), the situation where the random oracle is returning output based
directly on X and ∆.

Intuitively speaking, this model allows distinguisher D to only use statistical
regularities to be used to distinguish the real world (in which HK is used) from
the ideal world (without HK). The blinding that happens by applying the ran-
dom oracle in both situations should disallow D to glean any information about
Kor use already known hashes to immediately distinguish HK . In essence this
setup only allows for the detection of collisions in HK .

As mentioned briefly in section 1.9), while working with ε-XOR-universal and
ε-∆-universal hashes, there needs to be some upper bound on ε to make a sensible
security claim. This is because of the obvious reason that for example in the case
ε = 1 we can have as many collisions as we want. However, when deciding on the
upper bound ε note that only some y = f(x1) − f(x2) (or y = f(x1) ⊕ f(x2))
occur εN times. Others might occur significantly less.

With a bkh security claim, we do not look at this worst case but at an attack
as a whole. Attacking all (q ∈ N) inputs (K,∆) in a set of queries Q. The goal
of D is finding a collision within these q inputs. The bkh security advantage is
denoted AdvbkhH (Q) = P[bad(Q)] (as per section 3.1 of [20]) where bad(Q) is the
probability of a collision occurring.

1.12 Mask derivation

Mask derivation is a process that involves two ideas. The first idea is that of
derivation. Instead of using some input directly, we first derive some value from
it and then use that secondary value. The second idea is that of a mask. A mask
is used to hide or obfuscate some input into a function.

In the context of this thesis we deal with mask derivation as discussed in
chapter 5 of [8], where two properties are explicitly required. We repeat these
requirements here in more general terms, when deriving mask k from key K

– It should be hard for an adversary to predict values procedural generated
from k. That is, the derived mask and its properties must be unpredictable
up to a reasonable degree for someone not knowing K.

– The value being masked by (a value generated from) k should look sufficiently
random such that an attacker cannot choose input values to achieve some
more predictable result.

1.13 Disk Encryption

In the case of disk encryption (or more generally storage encryption), the key
K used for encryption is (re-)generated or retrieved using the user’s password.
There are other ways to acquire this key K, which we shall not get into here.
In any case this key k can then be used with any cipher to encrypt and decrypt
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the data on the storage medium belonging to the user. This process needs to be
done in a speedy manner, as to not interfere with the user experience.

Another concern for most storage media encryption is that an n-bits plaintext
will not generate more than n bits of ciphertext. Storage media usually save data
in sectors, which is mirrored by the operating systems concept of blocks (See ch.
10, sec. 1, par.5 of [23]). When adding storage encryption into the equation
without extensively changing the operating system, it is the easiest if length is
preserved (n-bit plaintext encrypts to n-bit ciphertext). Naturally, this type of
encryption is called “length-preserving”.

Two candidates that might fit these criteria are wide block ciphers and stream
ciphers. For wide block ciphers one simply needs to choose a fixed input and
output size such that length is preserved. For stream ciphers as described in 1.4
it is sufficient to generate a key-stream that has the desired length.

Using stream ciphers can be slightly less desirable when considering security
since, given that the cryptographic key does not change, it would be possible to
recover the exact changes done in the plaintext. With block encryption a change
in the plaintext will always change the entire block. In essence either encryption
would do, but in the case of this thesis we shall deal with block encryption. On
the other hand, stream encryption typically is faster than block encryption.

This exposition on disk encryption is far from exhaustive, and only given
to provide some context. This thesis is not meant to deal with the nuances of
storage media encryption as a field of study. More information might for example
be found in [19].

1.14 Introducing Xoofff-WBC

In this work we shall take a close look at Xoofff-WBC and the underlying prim-
itives [16], constructions and principle. Using this knowledge we shall optimize
Xoofff-WBC for speed. We shall do this in such a manner that we can fairly
compare it to Adiantum, which means we will have to optimize and benchmark
it in a similar environment as that which Adiantum was written and bench-
marked for. Finally we shall perform an actual comparison of Adiantum and
Xoofff-WBC.
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2 Algorithms, notations and claims

Before we jump into working with Xoofff-WBC, there is a need to set the stage.
In this chapter we introduce supporting functions, constructions, notations and
other tools we shall be using later on. This chapter is first and foremost meant
as a reference chapter. Because of this, most of the work here can be found in
one form or another in other works, which will be cited as needed.

2.1 HBSH

Adiantum [13] is a length-preserving tweakable wide-block cipher, which can be
used for block encryption.

Before we look closer at Adiantum [13] as a possible block encryption method
to use for disk encryption, we should first take a look at the underlying struc-
ture proposed and the related properties. This underlying construction is called
HBSH, which stands for “Hash, Block cipher, Stream cipher, Hash”, indicating
the primitives used to realize a HBSH wide-block cipher.

In figure 5 we see a partially implemented HBSH structure. The hash (H) is
not specified but needs to adhere to certain properties:

– It needs to be a keyed hash function
– It needs to be ε− almost−∆− universal (see sections 2, 5.2 and 6 of [13]),

which we discussed in section 1.9.

In the same figure, the block cipher used is AES [17], and ChaCha [7] is the
stream cipher of choice. The rationale behind this structure is discussed in the
original Adiantum paper [13] as well as a less formal blogpost [14]. Even so, for
completeness we shall briefly look into the construction ourselves.

The total HBSH construction is a length-preserving tweakable wide block
cipher as discussed in sections 1.6 and 1.13.

2.2 Adiantum

Adiantum [13] as proposed by Crowley and Biggers, is a specific realization of
the HBSH cipher mentioned in section 2.1. This means that it inherits all the
properties of HBSH, such that Adiantum is a length-preserving tweakable wide-
block cipher. Note that the name Adiantum gets the name from the Hashing
algorithm used.

There are several versions of Adiantum-based HBSH implementations. When
we refer to Adiantum, we mean the Adiantum-XChaCha12-AES version men-
tioned in [13]. Adiantum has several other versions that vary by using more or
less rounds in ChaCha [7]. A faster version uses XChaCha8, a slower version
uses XChaCha20. The use of these variants depends on the requirements, with
XChaCha12 being the balanced option (See section 3 of [13]).

The realization uses the following components:
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Fig. 5. A representation of a partially specified HSBC instance, taken from [14]

– The hash used by Adiantum is a combination of NH [12, 11] and Poly1305 [6]
where NH is applied first and the output is fed directly into Poly1305 in order
to smooth over some particularities concerning NH.

– For a block cipher Adiantum uses AES-256 [17], which is the version of AES
that takes a 256-bit (32-byte) key. Independent of the key size, the block size
itself remains 128-bit (16-byte).

– For a stream cipher it uses XChaCha12 [7]. The 12 signifies the amount of
rounds used, and the X stands for eXtended nonce-size when compared to
regular ChaCha12 (64-bit to 192-bit).

The issues concerning NH are more extensively discussed in section 6.1, 6.3
and 6.4 of [13]. One issue is that NH is only ε-almost-∆-universal when inputs
of equal lengths are used. This is typically not the case in HBSH where the
input size lH (in bits) to the hash depends on block size l (in bits) such that
lH = l− 128 [14]. As a related issue, the output size varies with input size. This
is why the output of NH is fed into Poly1305.

The overall performance of Adiantum encryption [13] is measured for two
sizes of input, using a “cycles per byte” measurement as mentioned in section
1.1. Of these two sizes, one is 4096-bytes as depicted in figure 5, the not depicted
size is 512-bytes. Both sizes are chosen because they are commonly used sector
sizes in storage media. For an input of 4096 bytes, Adiantum reaches a speed
of 10.6 cycles per byte, and for an input of 512 bytes it reaches a speed of 15.8
cycles per byte.
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2.3 The security claim of Adiantum

The security claim for Adiantum [13] suggests that security realistically breaks
down when around 267 bits of ciphertext are known (255 blocks of 212 bits). This
is not a guarantee, but it gives a first idea of the measure of security achieved
at the earlier discussed encryption speed.

The more formal security claim of Adiantum (see section 5 of [13]) is based
on the behaviour of the components used. The hash H needs to be ε-almost-∆-
universal for some ε. The block cipher E needs to be SPRP secure (see section
1.6), since the inverse of the block cipher is used during decryption.

The stream cipher used needs to be PRF secure, but is limited by the amount
of queries q, the length l of every query done and the time t is costs. The actual
advantage is taken to be equal to the attacker algorithm Dq,l,t with the best
advantage out of all attackers varying over q, l and t within the limits set. This
advantage for some stream cipher S is written as Adv±SC

S (q, l, t) in [13].
The HBSH construction security is a wide tweakable SPRP claim as men-

tioned in section 1.7. It is defined [13] as the best attacker Dq,lT ,lM ,t with lT
the length of the tweak, and lM the length of the message being encrypted. The
exact claim is discussed in section 5.3 of [13].

2.4 Farfalle

Farfalle [8] is essentially a method to construct deck functions, which are meant
as a more parallelizable counterpart to sponge-based cryptography. Much like
classic sponge functions, a Farfalle construction takes a sequence of arbitrary-
length strings as input and compresses these into an internal accumulator. This
internal state is then used to expand into a bit stream, also called the “rolling
state”. Informally summarized, three phases can be recognized in the Farfalle
construction: mask derivation, compression and expansion.

To create a proper deck function, Farfalle needs to be instantiated with six
permutations: two of them rolling functions and four of them cryptographic
permutations. The rolling functions are named Rollc and Rolle due to their role
in compression and expansion respectively. The permutations are named pb, pc,
pd, and pe. pb is used for the initial mask derivation and gets its name due to
it being the function applied to the input before pc. pc in turn gets its name
because it is used in tandem with Rollc during the compression phase. pd gets
its name because it is applied in between pc and pe, it is used to update the
absorbed state once before expanding again. pe gets its name from being used
together with Rolle during the expansion phase.

Definition 1. An instance of Farfalle can be written as
Farfalle[pb,pc,pd,pe,Rollc,Rolle] for some p{b..e}, Roll{c,e}

The requirements for all of these six permutations are discussed in depth in
[8]. Rollc typically is a lightweight linear function with a huge order [8], so that
it takes a long time for Rollc to repeat itself. Rolle can be a lightweight linear
function only if pe has a high algebraic degree, otherwise collisions might occur
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Fig. 6. An overview of the Farfalle construction, source [8]

and enable attacks (see section 5.3 of [8] for more details). In the case that pe is
of low algebraic degree, pe needs to be a nonlinear function.

In figure 6 we see a more schematic representation of the Farfalle construc-
tion. All permutations in this construction will have the same b-bit sized internal
state, handle input in chunks of b bits and have a b-bit result size.

In the figure, note that we obtain m0 though mi by padding a string M by
appending a 1 and then appending zeroes until the length of M is a multiple of
b bits. The padded version of M is then split in i chunks of b bits, named m0

through m1. The same padding method is also executed on key K to extend the
length of K to the size of the internal state of pb. Farfalle constructions can also
take multiple messages M0 through Mn, in which case each of these messages
Mx with x ∈ {0..n} is individually chopped and padded into {Mx

0 ..M
x
i }.

Farfalle first takes the padded key and feeds it to pb to derive an initial mask,
named k in the figure. k is fed into Rollc to generate the next mask and the same
k is also added into the first message chunk. The rolling function Rollc keeps
generating masking bits until there are no more input message blocks left. This
means that for a message M chopped into blocks {m0..mi} it will roll exactly
i times (denoted Rollic(k)). Depending on the choice of Rollc it is possible to
calculate multiple mask values at once.

In the case that multiple input messages are present, the rolling function
Rollc will iterate one extra time between messages without using the generated
masking bits. When no more input is available, it will roll two more times to
generate k′ (Essentially k′ = Rolli+2

c (k)) to be used later.

When some b-bit chunk of the input message (denotedmx for some x ∈ {0..i})
is added to the relevant mask (denoted mx +Rollxc (k)) it is ready to be entered
into the compression phase of Farfalle. Each of the chunks is input int pc, and the
output of all pc permutations is accumulated in one b-bit variable using XOR.
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Note that the input to pc only depends on the availability of mx and Rollxc (k),
it can be parallelized to any degree as long as there are sufficient message bits
and mask bits available.

For the last phase of Farfalle (expansion), depending on the amount of output
bits bz needed, there will be j chunks of b bits generated such that there is just
enough output to deliver bz bits (Essentially: j · b > bz ∧ (j − 1) · b < bz).
Leftover bits from the last chunk of output (zj) can simply be discarded. To
generate the output needed, the accumulated internal state is used as input for
pd to generate a seeding state for Rolle. Rolle then generates j chunks of b bits
(sometimes called the rolling state), much the same as Rollc would. pe is used
to transform each chunk generated by Rolle one last time before adding it into
the earlier generated k′. Because this process depends only on the availability of
chunks in the expansion stream, this process can be parallelized to any degree
as long as there are sufficient chunks left in the expansion stream.

2.5 Xoodoo

Xoodoo is the name of a 48-byte cryptographic permutation (defined in [16]
which is reiterated more summarily in [15]), which can have a variable num-
ber of rounds. This makes Xoodoo a permutation family with as parameter
the amount of rounds. The specific Xoodoo instance taken from this family is
normally denoted as Xoodoo[nr]. In this thesis we will only be dealing with
the specific instance using 6 rounds, normally denoted as Xoodoo[6]. From
here on, when we use the term Xoodoo without further designation, we mean
Xoodoo[6]. Please also note that most of the information in this paragraph is
background material that is all available in [15, 16]. We simply repeat it here for
those unfamiliar with the Xoodoo permutation.

The internal 48-byte state of Xoodoo can be visually represented in a three-
dimensional structure with 12 sequences of 4 bytes (32 bits) called “lanes”. These
lanes are grouped into three “planes” of four lanes wide each, which in turn are
stacked on top of each other to form a full state. When we then slice the state
in the direction perpendicular to the planes, along the direction of the lanes, we
en up with “sheets” of three lanes stacked on top of each other. If we take one
sheet, and slice such that we end up with one bit from every lane in the sheet
we have a “column”. In figure 7 we show these configurations. When looking
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Fig. 7. The different parts of the Xoodoo internal state, originally defined in [16]

at these configurations [16] (section 2), three axes are assigned to the state so
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that describing operations performed on the state becomes easier. The x-axis is
used to indicate a sheet, the y-axis is used to indicate a plane, and the z-axis
is used to index “slices”, indicating how far “back” a slice lies along the z-axis.
Effectively this gives us the ability to indicate lanes with (y, x) and specific bits
with (y, x, z).

The reason the notation is leading with the y-axis instead of with the x-axis
is mainly because some operations done within Xoodoo take planes as input.
This allows for a convenient notation Ay to indicate a plane y of state A instead
of trying to somehow fill in the number 0 through 3 for the x-axis first.

Notation Effective Meaning

Ay Plane y of state A
Ay ≪ (t, v) Cyclic shift of Ay moving all bits in (x, z) to position (x+ t, z + v)

Ay Bit-wise complement of plane Ay

Ay +Ay′ Bit-wise sum (XOR) of planes Ay and Ay′

Ay ·Ay′ Bit-wise product (AND) of planes Ay and Ay′

Table 1. Notation conventions for Xoodoo as originally defined in [15]

Alongside the notation, we also show some extensions in Table 1 in order to
effectively describe the Xoodoo permutation. We do this by giving the pseudo-
code for one round of the permutation in algorithm 1. Note that the round
constant Ci varies every round. The exact values for Ci can be found in [15, 16]
and are not relevant to this thesis. Note that the names for the different parts
of the round are taken from [16].

Algorithm 1 One Xoodoo round (simplified from [15])

θ:
P ← A0 +A1 +A2

E ← P ≪ (1, 5) + P ≪ (1, 14)
Ay ← Ay + E for y ∈ {0, 1, 2}

ρwest:
A1 ← A1 ≪ (1, 0)
A2 ← A2 ≪ (0, 11)

ι:
A0 ← A0 + Ci

χ:
B0 ← A1 ·A2

B1 ← A2 ·A0

B2 ← A0 ·A1

Ay ← Ay +By for y ∈ {0, 1, 2}
ρeast:

A1 ← A1 ≪ (0, 1)
A2 ← A2 ≪ (2, 8)
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2.6 Xoofff and Xoofffie

Xoofff [15] is the name of the algorithm obtained when instantiating Farfalle
(section 2.4) with Xoodoo (section 2.5) and two rolling functions.

Notation Effective Meaning

Ay,x Lane x of plane Ay

B In this case not meant as a state, but as a separate auxiliary plane.
Ay,x ≪ v Cyclic shift of lane Ay,x moving x to x+ v
Ay,x � v Shift of lane Ay,x moving x to x+ v, setting all bits x < v to 0
Ay,x +Ay′,x′ Bitwise sum (XOR) of lanes Ay,x and Ay′,x′

Ay,x ·Ay′,x′ Bitwise product of Ay,x and Ay′,x′

Table 2. Notational conventions for RollXc and RollXe as originally defined in [15]

The two rolling functions, named RollXc and RollXe are described respec-
tively in algorithms 2 and 3. These algorithms operate on the same size of state
as Xoodoo does, and their description borrows the notation used to describe
Xoodoo. Some additional notations are used, and their description can be found
in table 2.

The exact realization of Farfalle that results in the function called Xoofff
is Farfalle[pb,pc,pd,pe,Rollc,Rolle], with the following parameters:

– pb = pc = pd = pe = Xoodoo[6]
– Rollc = RollXc
– Rolle = RollXe

Now, when dealing with Xoofff, we should also mention Xoofffie since it
is used in tandem with Xoofff in the instantiation of Xoofff-WBC. Xoofffie
is a slightly lighter permutation based on Xoofff. It swaps out pb with the iden-
tity function (Id) instead of Xoodoo[6], which results in a slightly different
instance:

– pb = pc = pe = Xoodoo[6]
– pd = Id
– Rollc = RollXc
– Rolle = RollXe

Algorithm 2 RollXc (as defined in [15])

A0,0 ← A0,0 + (A0,0 � 13) + (A1,0 ≪ 3)
B ← A0 ≪ (3, 0)
A0 ← A1

A1 ← A2

A2 ← B
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Algorithm 3 RollXe (as defined in [15])

A0,0 ← A1,0 ·A2,0 + (A0,0 ≪ 5) + (A1,0 ≪ 13) + 0x00000007

B ← A0 ≪ (3, 0)
A0 ← A1

A1 ← A2

A2 ← B

2.7 Double Decker Functions

Double Decker constructions as defined in [20] are a generalized form of the
Farfalle-WBC mode as defined by [8]. Both sources give information on the
construction of these functions, but the former coins the name “Double Decker”
while the latter only specifically looks at Farfalle-WBC. The name double decker
is coined since it uses two instances of (typically the same) deck function.

A double decker construction needs one keyed hash function with bkh se-
curity HK and two independent deck functions FK1

and FK2
with three keys

(K,K1,K2) from some key space K. It also takes a tweak W and a message P in
order to output a ciphertext C. K1 and K2 can be derived internally, so that the
double decker only takes key K, tweak W and a message P during encryption.

2.8 Xoofff-WBC

Xoofff-WBC [15, 16] is a realization of Farfalle-WBC that uses the earlier men-
tioned Xoofff and Xoofffie to build a wide block cipher. Xoofff is used to
realize the deck functions FK1 and FK2 mentioned in Section 2.7, and Xoofffie
is taken as the function H, a keyed hash function. Note that Xoofffie shares a
key with Xoofff, which according to [15] can be allowed in the case of Xoofff-
WBC, even though it is not generally advised.

Algorithm 4 split (as defined in [8]) instantiated for Xoofff-WBC

Require: block length n ∈ N
if n ≤ 758 then

nL = 8bn+8
16
c

else
q = dn+10

384
e

x = blog2(q − 1)c
nL = (q − 2x)384− 10

end if
return nL

As mentioned in section 2.8, in addition to H and G, there is also supposed
to be a split function that dictates how to divide the input into two parts. In the
case of Xoofff-WBC this function is defined in algorithm [8] in general terms. We
repeat the algorithm description, but instantiated in the context of Xoofff-WBC
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in algorithm 4. Essentially this means specifying the state size in bits b = 384,
and the alignment value l = 8.

2.9 The security claims of Xoofff, Xoofffie and Xoofff-WBC

Xoofff and Xoofffie both have security claims associated with them. Xoofff is
claimed PRF secure (as discussed in section 1.8) with an upper bound expressed
in terms of:

– κ ∈ N ∧ 0 ≤ |κ| < 384 the key size in bits.
– M the total amount of blocks processed. Both in- and output of blocks is

counted.
– u ∈ N the amount of distinct keys used in the queries.
– N the computational complexity expressed in the number of executions of

Xoodoo[6].

We omit some terms related to the quantum security claim of Xoofff, since these
are not relevant to this thesis and can according to Section 2 of [15] be left out if
this is the case. Now, using the above variables, the upper bound to the security
claim of Xoofff is:

AdvPRF
Xoofff ≤

uN + u(u− 1)

2κ
+

N

2192
+

M

2128

Xoofffie claims bkh security as discussed in section 1.11. It uses the same
parameters as the Xoofff security claim, but adds ∆min the minimum size of
a query done by the attacker:

Advbkh
Xoofffie ≤

M

2128
+

M2

2∆min−4

Using this information, the total security claim of Xoofff-WBC is a wide
tweakable SPRP claim, with an upper bound that depend of the upper bounds
of Xoofff and Xoofffie. The claim related to Xoofff can be recognized, the
claim for Xoofffie has been modified to account for the fact that Xoofff-WBC
uses two identical instances of Xoofffie, one at the start of the Double Decker
construction, and one at the end.

Adv ≤ uN + u(u− 1)

2κ
+

N

2192
+

M

2128
+

M2

2nmin/2−8
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3 Practical Preliminaries

3.1 XKCP

Throughout this thesis we shall use a framework that goes by the name XKCP [9],
XKCP stands for eXtended Keccak Code Package. This framework was origi-
nally intended for Keccak as the name suggests, but the extended part includes
cryptography based on the Xoodoo permutation (which is why it is sometimes
referred to as the Xoodoo and Keccak Code Package), as well as Keyak, Ketje
and Kravatte.

One of the purposes, and for us the most important purpose, behind XKCP is
to provide APIs in the form of C header files. The idea is that if we follow the API
and program every function mentioned in a specific C header file correctly, then
this code is guaranteed to run specific protocols. For example: Xoofff-WBC uses
Xoodoo as a building block. When we write a new optimized implementation
of Xoodoo and we conform to the C header file provided to us for this purpose,
we can simply point the Xoofff-WBC code to the new code. Because the new
implementation is based on the same API as the one getting replaced, we do
not need to change anything about Xoofff-WBC itself. This makes it possible to
seamlessly swap out Xoodoo implementations and test their validity without
having to write completely new code.

The XKCP provides two APIs that both have a required part and an optional
part. These APIs are called SnP and PlSnP. SnP stands for State and Permu-
tation, while PlSnP stands for Parallel State and permutation. The optional
parts of both APIs are the same and can collectively be referred to as “Fastloop
Support”, which is meant to provide an implementation that eliminates most
internal state management and iterates through as many states as possible, in
the end simply reporting back how much data was processed.

Notice that in actuality the fastloop support does not use any of the code
from the required part of the API, instead it requires all code within the required
part of the API be summarized by the programmer in the fastloop section of
the implementation to the extent that is needed. This means that having a valid
implementation does not guarantee a valid fastloop support.

3.2 Raspberry Pi

During this thesis we need to be able to run XKCP in a suitable environment.
Suitable here means that if not the same, then at least a similar environment as
the one used during the benchmark of Adiantum [13], which means the environ-
ment should support the ARMv7-A architecture [4] and implement the optional
SIMD-extension.

One of the devices supporting the ARMv7-A architecture and the SIMD-
extension is the Raspberry Pi 2B. Other platforms exist, but since the Rasp-
berry Pi 2B is readily available at the time of writing it makes sense to at least
initially work with the Raspberry Pi 2B. The specific model available to us is the
Raspberry Pi 2B v1.1, which has a Cortex-A7 processor [18, 1]. A later model
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(not named on the website), the Raspberry Pi 2B v1.2, replaces the Cortex-A7
with the Cortex-A53 processor, which implements the ARMv8-A instruction set.
This might offer more efficient instructions, but falls outside of the scope of this
thesis.

To better understand what this means, we will have a look at the ARMv7-
A architecture, the SIMD-extension and the ARM Cortex-A7 processor. Note
that most of the information described next comes directly from the ARMv7-A
reference manual [4] and the Cortex-A7 technical references [1, 2].

3.3 ARMv7-A and the ARM instruction set

ARMv7-A is an architecture specification, essentially describing what a processor
should be able to do. only when implementing all required aspects can a processor
be said to be an ARMv7-A processor. Conversely, when a processor claims it
implements ARMv7-A, we know it implements all required aspects described in
the architecture specification. Knowing this, we can use the ARMv7-A reference
manual to find out what we can and cannot do with this processor.

The capabilities of these processors can be described in instruction sets. The
ARMv7-A architecture specification requires processors to implement at least
the ARM instruction set and the Thumb instruction set (see section A1.3 in
the architecture reference [4]). The specific processor we are working with, as
mentioned before, is the Cortex-A7. This processor implements the ARMv7-A
architecture and therefore provides all the required functionality as described in
the ARMv7-A reference manual [4].

In order to provide the processor with instructions, we shall write C code
that needs to be compiled first as well as ARM assembly which translates di-
rectly to processor instructions. This means that we shall on occasion look at
the behaviour of ARM instructions and discuss certain constructions typical to
assembly code. Specifically we shall be focusing on the ARM instruction set,
and ignore the Thumb instruction set. Memory footprint is generally the main
reason to prefer Thumb instructions over ARM instructions and in this case we
are not looking to minimize memory footprint but to maximize speed. There is
therefore no need for us to work with the Thumb instruction set.

The ARM instruction set specifies the following instructions than can roughly
be divided into five types:

– Arithmetic like addition, multiplication, subtraction and division.
– Binary instructions like and, or, not, exclusive or and various shifts.
– Memory instructions like push, pop, loading from and saving to specific

addresses.
– Several other instructions that combine several of the above (for example

multiply-and-add).
– Yet other instructions to manage the processor itself, and perform other

miscellaneous tasks.

All of these instructions are performed using data present in registers, called the
ARM Core registers. There are a total of 16 registers, each providing 32 bits
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of storage. When working with assembly, these registers can be addressed as R0
through R15 (or r0 through r15). Some of these registers have specific tasks,
while others can be freely used at any time. We will not discuss this in detail,
it is enough to remember that typically 13 registers are available and one more
can be made available at the cost of extra memory operations.

One special aspect of the ARM instruction set, which it shares with the
Thumb instruction set, is a mechanism called “barrel shifter”. The barrel shifter
is meant to adjust a value before using it in another operation, it can perform
any shift operation present in the architecture. For example:

– The operation LSL A, B, #1 shifts the bits in B one place to the left (this
is a doubling) and saves the result in A.

– The operation ADD A, B, C adds C to B and saves the result in A.
– We can combine the two operations to get a one-cycle A = B · 3 operation

by writing ADD A, B, B, LSL #1.

The code ADD A, B, B, LSL #1 shall first take the value of B and double it (by
shifting all bits one to the left), then it will add the doubled value to the original
value of B, and finally save that result in A. So we have B · 2 +B = 2B +B =
3B = B · 3 in one cycle, by means of the barrel shifter. Typically one of the
sources of speed gain on ARM is efficient barrel shifter use.

3.4 ARMv7-A SIMD Extension

The basic configuration of an ARM processor, that makes it ARMv7A-compatible
as per section A1.3 of the architecture reference [4] is as follows:

– it supports the ARM instruction set.
– it supports the Thumb instruction set.
– it supports the ThumbEE instruction set (a Thumb variant that focuses on

minimizing binary size). See also section A1.4.1 of the architecture refer-
ence [4].

– it supports virtual memory through a dedicated memory Management Unit
(MMU).

Besides these requirements, the ARMv7-A technical reference also specifies
some optional instruction sets that might be implemented by a processor that im-
plements the ARMv7-A architecture. Some important extensions include several
versions of Floating-Point processing extensions (VFPv1 through VFPv4, and
VFPv3 with half-precision) and three versions of Single-Instruction Multiple-
Data (SIMDv1, SIMDv1 with Half-precision extension, SIMDv2). Collectively
these extensions are sometimes referred to as NEON extensions, and discussed
together in the ARM NEON programming guide [3]. Other extensions and more
precise definitions can be found in the reference manual. Since we are not us-
ing floating-point numbers but simply seek to process data in parallel we are
only interested in details pertaining the SIMD-extension which is intended to do
exactly that.
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The SIMD-extension implemented on the Cortex-A7 (the processor present
on our Raspberry Pi B v1.1) is of the type SIMDv2 [2], which provides 16 quad-
word (128-bit) registers. These registers are referred to as “vector registers” in
order to clearly distinguish them from the separate “core registers” mentioned in
section 3.3. The vector registers are addressed as q0 through q15, but may also be
addressed per double-word (d0 through d31). Some of the registers (specifically
q0 through q7) can be addressed per single word (32 bits) by using s0 through
s31 (see Figure A2-1 of section A2.6.2 in [4]).

The vector registers come with dedicated instructions, which are usually
called “vector operations”. Some ARM Core instructions have direct vector
equivalent operations. For example, ORR r1, r1, r2 takes the bitwise or of the
32 bits in r1 and r2, saving the result in r1. The equivalent operation VORR q1,

q1, q2 takes the bitwise or of the 128 bits in q1 and q2, saving the result in q1.
The latter operation allows us to compute four results of 32 bits at once, in one
operation instead of four.

Note that although it is only one instruction, the vector instruction does
not take only one cycle. Most of the ARM Core instructions typically take one
cycle, and sometimes two to deliver a result. This usually depends on the source
and destination registers used. However, vector instructions, save for the most
basic ones typically take more than one cycle to complete (see section 5.2.2 of
[3]). However, as long as there is no data dependency (that is, the result of
one SIMD instruction is needed for another instruction) the instructions will
typically be issued at a rate of one per cycle. This process is sometimes called
“pipelining”, and it is important to keep in mind when getting into the fine
details of optimizing.

3.5 Writing efficient code

Back in section 1.1 we mentioned how to measure algorithm (or program) speed.
This measurement, as we discussed, depends on the processor architecture that
the program runs on. However, once we know that architecture we can achieve
even greater speeds. The power of higher level languages like C, is that they
sacrifice an amount of efficiency in order to achieve a generality. That is, the C
code can be compiled to multiple targets, and that way it will be easier to write
one program that fits more than one architecture.

In the case of C, the exact efficiency of the code depends on how the compiler
translates the C code to assembly code. Based on this knowledge, one fairly
obvious way to make the code even more efficient is to manually write (parts
of) the code in assembly language directly and specifically for one platform with
one architecture. This code can still be inefficient, but the overhead should be
less.

One of the reasons that “hand-written” assembly code can be faster than
compiled C code, is the fine control it grants over the memory and registers.
Accessing data in the memory is relatively slow when compared to accessing
registers. As we have seen in sections 3.3 and 3.4 there is only limited register
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space, and one of the perks of hand-writing assembly is that we get to decide
exactly how this limited space is used.

Now it is important to realize that since C is compiled to assembly code, it is
also possible to mix C and assembly code within a project. This allows projects
like XKCP to support optimized assembly implementations of building blocks
like Xoodoo, without the need to write overarching algorithms like Xoofff in
assembly as well.

3.6 Efficiency when using ARMv7-A with SIMD Extension

When programming using assembly instructions, it is usually useful to know
what the instruction timings are. For example, when performing an addition
using EOR it might be useful to know that telling the processor to execute the
actual instruction takes one cycle, and writing the result to the desired result
register takes another cycle. With such knowledge we can write code that uses
that 1 cycle write-back space to perform another, unrelated, instruction that
does not depend on the previous instruction.

After searching the ARM Cortex-A7 documentation [4, 1, 2], we have to agree
with someone on the internet [22] that there are no official cycle timings for the
Cortex-A7 processor. Luckily this person also performed measurements of their
own, which we can use as a indication of the time an operation would take.

From having a closer look at the NEON (Umbrella term for SIMD+VFP)
programming guide [3] we learn that for SIMD instructions we need to pay extra
attention. When a certain SIMD operation is run, it can take 4 or more cycles
to write any result back, but another operation can start after only 1 or 2 cycles
of issuing the instruction execution. This is called “pipelining”. Although no
precise methods are provided, this gives a good rule of thumb for efficient SIMD
programming.

A downside to the SIMD extension is that it does not allow for any form of
barrel shifting. There can be many reasons for this, which we will not get into.
The most important thing to take away is that sometimes performing operations
using ARM Core instructions with the barrel shifter might be as fast, or faster,
than using SIMD instructions.

3.7 Notation

In this thesis we often describe the movement of information. The higher level
movements are described in Section 2.5 and 2.6, these notations exist for the
algorithm on an operational level. However, when optimizing code at a low level,
there is also a need to indicate what information is saved where in relation to
other information. To this end we introduce a notation that describes the layout
of Xoodoo states in the SIMD registers provided by the Cortex-A7 processor.

One vector (SIMD) register consists of 128 bits, that can be addressed as one
quad-word (128 bits), two double-words (64 bits each), or four words (32 bits
each). Although not all single-word register parts can be addressed individually,
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operations do actually take these boundaries into consideration. For example,
one vector exclusive or operation (VEOR q1, q1, q2) takes the exclusive or of
the first 32 bits of q1 and the first 32 bits of q2, saving the result in the first 32
bits of q1. It does this for the first, second, third and last 32 bits of q1 and q2,
setting individual flags for each of the 32 bit parts.

In table 3 we define a simple table to show the location of lanes in the
registers. Sometimes we might use a shortened form (only showing parts of the
registers). Sometimes we might omit the actual register number and instead use
a letter (for example: qn) to describe an operation with some degree of generality.

Offset Register

bits q0 q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 q8 q9 q10 q11 q12 q13 q14 q15

0 a0,0 a1,0 a2,0 a0,1 a1,1 a2,1 a0,2 a1,2 a2,2 a0,3 a1,3 a2,3
32 b0,0 b1,0 b2,0 b0,1 b1,1 b2,1 b0,2 b1,2 b2,2 b0,3 b1,3 b2,3
64 c0,0 c1,0 c2,0 c0,1 c1,1 c2,1 c0,2 c1,2 c2,2 c0,3 c1,3 c2,3
96 d0,0 d1,0 d2,0 d0,1 d1,1 d2,1 d0,2 d1,2 d2,2 d0,3 d1,3 d2,3

Table 3. One possible four-state vectorized Xoodoo vector register setup. Register use
typically changes over the course of execution.

A dedicated notation like this should only be necessary for the vector reg-
isters, since these possibly hold lanes from up to four states whereas the ARM
Core registers can only hold one lane at a time. When data from multiple states is
present in a vector register, or whenever distinction between states is needed, we
shall use different letter for every state within the registers. Auxiliary variables
will be defined where needed.

As an example, in table 3 we see a possible configuration of four Xoodoo
states in parallel orientation (that is, side-by-side in each quad-word). The states
are named {a, b, c, d}, to make distinguishing them easy. Since Xoodoo states
have lanes of 32 bits we can use the notation from section 2.5 to indicate which
lane (of one state {a, b, c, d}) is saved in a certain register. In our example in
table 3 it is the case that the second 32 bits of q10 hold lane b1,3 of state b.

As we discussed in section 3.4 it is possible to address vector registers dif-
ferently. For example, q0 can be addressed more precisely by using d0 for the
top two cells of q0 in table 3, and similarly d1 for the bottom two cells of q0. In
general it holds that: qn = {d2n, d2n+1}, with a special case for lower-number
registers which can be addressed per 32-bits: qn = {s4n, s4n+1, s4n+2, s4n+3}.
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4 Writing a fast Xoodoo implementation

As we mentioned in section 3.5 one obvious way to speed code up is to write it
specifically for one platform and one architecture. As we mentioned in section
3.5, the XKCP allows us to write our code partially in assembly. So rather than
rewriting all of Xoofff-WBC in assembly, we shall at first only rewrite Xoodoo.
Since we need to optimize for ARMv7-A in order to compete with Adiantum
(see section 1.14), there is no objection to writing our version of Xoodoo solely
for ARMv7-A.

In fact, there already exist implementations of Xoodoo in XKCP [9]. Some of
them are for very different architectures, like Intel Nehalem for example. Others
come closer to our angle and are already optimized in C code for 32-Bit architec-
tures or even ARMv7 Assembly. Using these different versions of Xoodoo, one
can compile and run Xoofff-WBC with different versions of Xoodoo. These runs
and the associated Xoodoo versions are listed in table 5 alongside the benchmark
of Adiantum-XChaCha12-AES, which will simply be called Adiantum from here
on out.

Xoodoo Implementation Description

Single state reference
generic 32-bit

The reference, written in C, which has a focus on readability
and correctness and is therefore the slowest implementation
available. Found at lib/low/Xoodoo/Reference

Single state optimized
generic 32-bit

The other implementation in the table written in C.It is op-
timized, while still using C and only operating on one state.
Found at lib/low/Xoodoo/Optimized

Single state ARMv7A The implementation named “Single state ARMv7A”, written
in ARM Assembly. It still operates on one state at a time,
but does so as efficiently as possible for the ARMv7-A archi-
tecture. Found at lib/low/Xoodoo/OptimizedAsmARMv7A

Table 4. Existing implementations of Xoodoo that can be compiled and run for
ARMv7-A processors

The “Single state” refers to versions of Xoofff-WBC that run using a version
of Xoodoo that calculates the outcome of one Xoodoo permutation at a time,
all of the currently available implementations for ARMv7-A specifically are in
this sense “single state”. Some important implementations and the result of
their runs are listed in table 5. We obtained these results from the XKCP [9] by
cloning the repository and building and running specific targets.

Table 4 gives some context to the various implementations shown in table 5,
together with the location in XKCP. Note that the results are the results of one
specific run, and typically slightly vary from one run to another.

In all of the above cases of Xoofff-WBC performance, the results are obtained
by taking the cycles per byte output of the executed code below the Xoofff-WBC
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Implementation 512-byte input 4096-byte input

Single state reference generic 32-bit 799.1 cycles/byte 711.5 cycles/byte
Single state optimized generic 32-bit 218.5 cycles/byte 207.8 cycles/byte
Single state ARMv7A 49.5 cycles/byte 34.1 cycles/byte
Adiantum 15.8 cycles/byte 10.6 cycles/byte

Table 5. Speed in cycles per byte for Xoofff-WBC using different Xoodoo implemen-
tations and compared to Adiantum.

(Tweak 128 bits) header. Look for the 512 bytes and 4096 bytes entries,
this is the cost of encryption in Xoofff-WBC given a particular Xoodoo im-
plementation. This output format is the same for all versions of Xoodoo used.
In the case of Adiantum, we used the official numbers [13] for encryption cost.
The measurements for Adiantum, unlike the several Xoodoo measurements, are
obtained by taking an average of cycle count over many runs of the algorithm.

One aspect that has not been taken advantage of by any of the implemen-
tations listed, is the ARMv7-A NEON/SIMD extension, which we previously
introduced in section 3.4. As stated in section 1, we will increase the efficiency
of Xoodoo by implementing a parallel version. When writing this new imple-
mentation, it is useful to have starting point with tests that ensure we write the
algorithm correctly. This makes the PlSnP API a better choice than the Fastloop
API at least initially.

4.1 Initial PlSnP version

Exploiting SIMD instructions can be done in several ways, and in order to ef-
ficiently do this we need some more knowledge about our code. The XKCP
implementation of Xoofff can by default work with four different degrees of
parallelism when it comes to Xoodoo, are called “times16”, “times8”, “times4”
and “times2” referring to the amount of states that are processed at once. As
discussed in section 3.7, when using SIMD instructions we have 16 quadwords
of 128 bits each available to us in the form of vector registers. Assuming that
we shall use these maximally but without the use of external memory we can
fit 16 · 128 = 2048 bits of state in the registers. One internal Xoodoo state
is 48 bytes (see section 2.5), so one state occupies 8 · 48 = 384 bits. A times2
implementation therefore needs 2 · 384 = 786 bits, 4 · 384 = 1536 bits are needed
for a times4 implementation, and 8 · 384 = 3072 bits are needed for a times8
implementation.

Here we choose the times4 implementation, since that fits into the SIMD
registers without the need to constantly swap to external memory. Moreover,
choosing times4 leaves us with 2048 − 1536 = 512 bits (four 128-bit vector
registers) of space for intermediate results and other tasks.

The times4 PlSnP implementation of Xoodoo receives input in an inter-
leaved form. Instead of the input buffer first having all 384 bits of the first state,
and then all 384 bits of the second state and so on, it first holds 32 bits of the
first state, and then 32 bits of the second state, then 32 bits from the third,
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then from the fourth and only then come the next 32 bits of the first state. This
means that, when loading the input buffer into our registers without any tricks
in a straightforward manner, we end up with a configuration as shown in table
3. The data has been presented interleaved in memory, but the way the vector
registers are filled is vertical (as seen in the table) such that the states now align
horizontally.

Our first working implementation simply loads the four states to be processed
from memory and applies a straightforward version of Xoodoo on them without
any tricks or optimization. We shall call this version “4V ARMv7A Alpha” (or
shortened, just alpha), where 4V stands for the fact that it processes four states
at once, mostly using vector instructions. The speed this algorithm achieves can
be seen in table 6

Implementation 512-byte input 4096-byte input

Xoodoo Single state reference generic 32-bit 799.1 cycles/byte 711.5 cycles/byte
Xoodoo Single state optimized generic 32-bit 218.5 cycles/byte 207.8 cycles/byte
Xoodoo 4V ARMv7A Alpha 73.2 cycles/byte 88.3 cycles/byte
Xoodoo Single state ARMv7A 49.5 cycles/byte 34.1 cycles/byte
Adiantum 15.8 cycles/byte 10.6 cycles/byte

Table 6. Speed of the first working NEON/SIMD parallel Xoodoo implementation

In this case it might be more enlightening to compare the amount of cycles
that each version of Xoodoo takes. This is because of the fact that the single
state ARMv7 version uses the Fastloop API, and not the PlSnP API, and as
such it is not useful to compare the overall speed of Xoofff-WBC in this case.
Thus, we can compare the amount of cycles that the Xoodoo[6]-permutation
of our alpha implementation takes (2139 cycles) and divide that by the amount
of states we can process using these cycles: (2139/4 = 534.75 cycles) per state.
In comparison, the single state ARMv7A version takes 464 cycles, which would
make the alpha implementation about 15% slower.

4.2 General optimizations to alpha

When writing that the alpha version uses mostly vector instructions, it should
be noted that one type of instructions done using the ARM Core instructions
instead are cyclic shifts. A cyclic shift is a bitwise operation that takes the bits
in a word, and pushes them over a few positions. All bits that “fall off” at the
end, get pushed back in at the front. The reason this is done using the relevant
ARM Core instruction (ROR1) instead of vector instructions is that there exists
no vector equivalent of the cyclic shift operator.

This means that for the cyclic shifts, which are present in most Ay,x ≪ (t, v)
from Table 1 and Ay,x ≪ v from Table 2 we have to first move the relevant data

1 Section A8.8.150-151 of [4]
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from the vector registers to the arm core registers, then perform the cyclic shift,
and finally move the results back to the vector registers. This sounds like a lot
of work, and as such we tried replacing this operation with a combined effort of
the VSHL2 and VSHR3 operations.

The resulting Xoodoo version actually performs worse, at a rate of 2331
cycles for processing four states. This escaped our attention until later since we
were still getting used to the XKCP benchmarking setup. Later on we will get
back as to why this issue arose.

After this non-optimization, we moved on to see if some shortcut instructions
are present that could increase the speed of our calculations. One such instruction
indeed exists. In our alpha version, in the χ function, we create the bitwise
complement of some vector registers, and then combine them with other registers
using an VAND (Vectorized AND) instruction. The shortcut instruction VBIC does
this in one step and shaves off 144 cycles, bringing us down to 2187 cycles.

4.3 Slicing the χ function

When optimizing Xoodoo it is not just a matter of writing the straightforward
operations down in an efficient manner. In some cases the design is such that
individual actions can be broken down further to be applied on subsets of the
state, thereby limiting the amount of space needed for intermediate results.

One such operation is the χ-function as described in algorithm 1 in section
2.5. This function can be essentially sliced to be executed in several stages, each
requiring a limited amount of extra registers. The alpha implementation of χ
does not take this optimization into account, and instead pushes intermediate
results onto the stack. As we have mentioned in section 3.5 this is typically slower
than having the data in registers, so we should fix this.

If we take a closer look at the χ function in algorithm 5 we can be a little
more precise in our labelling. First, observe that B0 through B2 are essentially
sheets of an auxiliary state called B. These can therefore each be written as a
series of lanes, for example, B0 can be written as {B0,0, B0,1, B0,2, B0,3}.

Algorithm 5 The χ function taken from algorithm 1

B0 ← A1 ·A2

B1 ← A2 ·A0

B2 ← A0 ·A1

Ay ← Ay +By for y ∈ {0, 1, 2}

Now, when dealing with four parallel states, let us denote intermediate state
B of state a as Ba. When we apply this notation and start calculating the
intermediate states in the vector registers they quickly fill up, with calculations

2 Section A8.8.396-397 of [4]
3 Section A8.8.399 of [4]
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left to be done. More specifically, in table 7 we see that for the four parallel
states{a, b, c, d} each we can only save B0 before running out of space. Note
that in the last step of χ we need all original states ({A0, A1, A2}) intact, and
therefore we cannot overwrite any of these states in order to be more efficient
with the register space we have.

Offset Register

bits q0 q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 q8 q9 q10 q11 q12 q13 q14 q15

0 a0,0 a1,0 a2,0 a0,1 a1,1 a2,1 a0,2 a1,2 a2,2 a0,3 a1,3 a2,3 B
a
0,0 B

a
0,1 B

a
0,2 B

a
0,3

32 b0,0 b1,0 b2,0 b0,1 b1,1 b2,1 b0,2 b1,2 b2,2 b0,3 b1,3 b2,3 B
b
0,0 B

b
0,1 B

b
0,2 B

b
0,3

64 c0,0 c1,0 c2,0 c0,1 c1,1 c2,1 c0,2 c1,2 c2,2 c0,3 c1,3 c2,3 B
c
0,0 B

c
0,1 B

c
0,2 B

c
0,3

96 d0,0 d1,0 d2,0 d0,1 d1,1 d2,1 d0,2 d1,2 d2,2 d0,3 d1,3 d2,3 B
d
0,0 B

d
0,1 B

d
0,2 B

d
0,3

Table 7. Naively saving the χ function auxiliary state B, with Bs
n,x: plane n of B

calculated from state s.

In the alpha version we simply calculate B0 and naively write the result to
q12 through q15. Then we push these register onto the stack, and calculate B1 in
the resulting freed up register space. We push B1 to the stack as well and finally
calculate B2. Then we process A2 ← A2 +B2, load B1 from te stack to calculate
A1 ← A1 + B1 and finally we load B0 back and do the same here. This is a
pretty slow method, since we operate using the stack. The solution is to process
the calculation per sheet, as depicted in algorithm 6.

Algorithm 6 The sliced χ function

∀x : x ∈ {0..3}
B0,x ← A1,x ·A2,x

B1,x ← A2,x ·A0,x

B2,x ← A0,x ·A1,x

Ay,x ← Ay,x +By,x for y ∈ {0, 1, 2}

Per sheet x in auxiliary state B this should result in a register occupation as
in table 8, which can be done individually. Once one sheet x of B is calculated,
none of the sheets x of A is needed anymore. This means that a sheet can be
written back using Ay,x ← Ay,x + By,x for y ∈ {0, 1, 2} to free up space for
the next sheet, without the need to push anything to the stack. This method
even leaves one vector register open for optional extra optimizations later. This
optimization wins us 230 cycles, bringing us from 2139 cycles to 1909 cycles.
This means we spend 477.25 cycles per state, which is only slightly more than
the 464 cycles of the single state implementation.
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Offset Register

bits q0 q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 q8 q9 q10 q11 q12 q13 q14 q15

0 a0,0 a1,0 a2,0 a0,1 a1,1 a2,1 a0,2 a1,2 a2,2 a0,3 a1,3 a2,3 B
a
0,x B

a
1,x B

a
2,x

32 b0,0 b1,0 b2,0 b0,1 b1,1 b2,1 b0,2 b1,2 b2,2 b0,3 b1,3 b2,3 B
b
0,x B

b
1,x B

b
2,x

64 c0,0 c1,0 c2,0 c0,1 c1,1 c2,1 c0,2 c1,2 c2,2 c0,3 c1,3 c2,3 B
c
0,x B

c
1,x B

c
2,x

96 d0,0 d1,0 d2,0 d0,1 d1,1 d2,1 d0,2 d1,2 d2,2 d0,3 d1,3 d2,3 B
d
0,x B

d
1,x B

d
2,x

Table 8. Slicing the χ function auxiliary state for x, with Bs
n,x: plane n of B calculated

from state s.

4.4 Musical chairs with registers

Another optimization that is specific to Xoodoo stems from the observation
that shuffling the position of lanes, which happens in ρwest, ρeast and to an
extent in θ, can be essentially done by simply remembering the new position of
a result. There is no need to actually move lanes around or swap them out. The
only thing needed is to choose convenient registers to put results of calculations
that are necessary either way. As long as at the end on one round (see algorithm
1) all registers are back in place to start the new round. Essentially this means
that the beginning and end positioning of the registers should be as the one
depicted in table 3, what happens in between is of little consequence.

A more practical example is given in figure 8 when shifting the lanes in
plane 0, we can just remember the new position and apply the next step of the
algorithm accordingly. Note how the actual content of the registers does not
change, only the label we put on the data present in the registers changes.

Offset Register

bits q0 q1 q2 q3

0 a0,0 a0,1 a0,2 a0,3
32 b0,0 b0,1
64 c0,0 ...

96 d0,0

⇒

Offset Register

bits q0 q1 q2 q3

0 a0,1 a0,2 a0,3 a0,0
32 b0,1 b0,2
64 c0,1 ...

96 d0,1

Fig. 8. A lane shift in horizontal orientation: simply remember the new order.

After applying this logic and eliminating most of the explicit swap and move
commands in the alpha implementation, we end up with a new cycle count for the
Xoodoo[6]-permutation of 1754 cycles, which is 1754/4 = 438.5 cycles per state.
This is 25.5 cycles less than the 464 cycles that the single-state implementation
takes, which is a first real success in terms of speed. For convenience sake we
shall refer to this newer, faster implementation as “alpha two”.
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4.5 Do a barrel shifter

Not only can we apply optimizations that are specific to the ARMv7-A ar-
chitecture and the behaviour of the Cortex-A7 processor. Several optimization
strategies for the SIMD instructions are discussed in [3], but we shall have to
revisit these later. Before these are even relevant we take another look at the
non-optimization done in 4.2.

Apparently moving the bit shifts done in θ, ρwest and ρeast from ARM Core
instructions to SIMD Vector instructions slowed the algorithm down. However,
when reverting this change in stages, it becomes apparent that performing all
operations using the ARM Core instructions is also not the fastest way.

To illustrate this, let us first take a look at the shift in θ, this is the third line
in algorithm 1: E ← P ≪ (1, 5) + P ≪ (1, 14). Since P is an auxiliary value
with the shape of a plane, we can use the logic from section 4.4 to disregard
the shift by 1 over the y-axis. because the shift on both instances of P is the
same we also do not need to correct for disregarding that shift when adding the
two instances together. What remains is a cyclic shift of the four lanes over the
z-axis (see also to Table 1). Algorithm 7 shows a possible SIMD implementation
of this shift when applied to one lane of P .

Algorithm 7 The bit-shift in θ (performed for one lane) using SIMD instruc-
tions, with P s0 : lane 0 of auxiliary plane P calculated from state s.

Require: q0 = {P a
0 , P

b
0 , P

c
0 , P

d
0 }

vshl.U32 q4, q0, #5

vsri.U32 q4, q0, #27

vshl.U32 q0, q4, #9

vsri.U32 q0, q4, #23

veor q0, q0, q4

What happens is that one part of the bits, which are supposed to be shifted
left without wrapping around around, are put in place in a separate result register
using VSHL4, the remaining bits that did need to wrap around are added into the
partially filled result register using VSRI5. This is done to acquire P ≪ (1, 5)
and then P ≪ (1, 14) = (P ≪ (1, 5)) ≪ (0, 9). Finally we VEOR6 to acquire E
in q0.

This same algorithm can also be expressed by first moving the values to
ARM Core registers and then using the ROR7 (rotate right) and EOR8. The benefit
of using the ARM Core instructions is that shift instruction (like ROR) can be
performed using the barrel shifter, making them essentially free. A possible ARM

4 Section A8.8.396-397 of [4]
5 Section A8.8.404 of [4]
6 Section A8.8.316 of [4]
7 Section A8.8.150-151 of [4]
8 Section A8.8.47-49 of [4]
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Core equivalent of the shift displayed in algorithm 7 can be found in algorithm
8. Remember that q0 = {d0, d1} as discussed in section 3.7.

Algorithm 8 The bit-shift in θ (performed for one lane) using SIMD instruc-
tions, with P s0 : lane 0 of auxiliary plane P calculated from state s.

Require: q0 = {P a
0 , P

b
0 , P

c
0 , P

d
0 }

vmov.32 r4, r5, d0

vmov.32 r6, r7, d1

ror r4, r4, #27

ror r5, r5, #27

ror r6, r6, #27

ror r7, r7, #27

eor r4, r4, r4, ror #23

eor r5, r5, r5, ror #23

eor r6, r6, r6, ror #23

eor r7, r7, r7, ror #23

vmov.32 d0, r4, r5

vmov.32 d1, r6, r7

In algorithm 8 we use the barrel shifter construction as discussed in 3.3 in
order to merge P ≪ (1, 14) = (P ≪ (1, 5)) ≪ (0, 9) into the overall addition
to acquire E. Now that we have two possible implementations of this part of
θ, we can simply try to replace the implementation in alpha two (equivalent
with algorithm 7) with the one from algorithm 8. This replacement results in a
significant speed gain of 245 cycles, from 1754 cycles in alpha two, to 1507 cycles
using algorithm 8.

Note that the amount of cycles won here (245) is larger than the amount
of cycles lost when initially switching from ARM Core instructions to SIMD
instructions in section 4.2. This indicates that possibly some of the shifts did
actually benefit from the switch to SIMD instructions. Proving that this is ac-
tually the case can simply be done by implementing a rotation using ARM Core
instructions in either ρwest or ρeast.

Since the shifts performed in ρwest and ρeast are independent and functionally
the same, it suffices to only replace any one shift for a benchmark. As a test we
replace one of the shifts in ρwest (one lane of A2 ← A2 ≪ (0, 11)). The resulting
benchmark show an increase of 18 cycles, for a total of 1527 cycles.

Another question we should consider is if θ is sufficiently optimized this
way. It might be possible that if both ρ functions benefited from the switch to
SIMD instructions, then maybe partially switching the shifts in θ back to SIMD
instructions might make it yet faster. A good option should be to pre-calculate
the first part of the shift as in algorithm 9, since this way we can simply keep
the barrel shifter logic but benefit from the SIMD instruction on the rotation
without barrel shifter.
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Algorithm 9 The bit-shift in θ (performed for one lane) using mixed instruc-
tions, with P s0 : lane 0 of auxiliary plane P calculated from state s.

Require: q0 = {P a
0 , P

b
0 , P

c
0 , P

d
0 }

vshl.U32 q4, q0, #5

vsri.U32 q4, q0, #27

vmov.32 r4, r5, d8

vmov.32 r6, r7, d9

eor r4, r4, r4, ror #23

eor r5, r5, r5, ror #23

eor r6, r6, r6, ror #23

eor r7, r7, r7, ror #23

vmov.32 d0, r4, r5

vmov.32 d1, r6, r7

In order to test this hypothesis we replace all instances of the shift in θ with
the mixed variant. The resulting benchmark shows a total cost of 1605 cycles.
This is an increase of 98 cycles, that is 24,5 cycles per instance. According to [3]
this is probably the result of VMOV having to wait for the result of VSRI, which
in turn has to wait for VSHL.

Since we do not like this result, we decided to just put the ARM Core version
back. However, during the rewrite we noticed that we are using more ARM Core
registers than necessary and we decided to rewrite the code to take into account
the fact that these registers no longer need to be used. In short this means we
do not have to interact with the stack in order to save the previous contents of
these registers. This saves us two whole cycles, bringing the Alpha two + ARM
Core implementation down to 1507 cycles instead of the previously mentioned
1509.

The results of all experiments concerning the ARM Core and SIMD instruc-
tion use in θ are collected in table 9. It is apparent that the ARM Core-only
version performs the best. It is entirely possible that with a different execution
order some other mixed approach might even be faster, but it is more efficient
time-wise to first see how far we can take this optimization.

4.6 Interleaving ARM Core and SIMD operations

One aspect of SIMD operations is that, besides being a form of parallel compu-
tation, they also execute (more or less) in parallel with ARM Core instructions
(see [3]). This means that as long as neither ARM Core instructions need to
wait for SIMD instructions to write their result, nor SIMD instructions need
any ARM Core instruction to write their results (in short: when there is no in-
terdependence) these can run alongside each other with only one of them being
relevant to the cycle count of the whole.

Although besides the hint in [3] and the timings guesstimated by [22] we have
no real indication of optimal execution order, we can apply some intuition and
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make sure that unrelated SIMD instructions are executed during longer runs of
ARM Core instructions.

Practically in our implementation we just created some of those longer runs
of ARM Core instructions in the form of the ARM Core θ shift implementation
described in section 4.5. Rearranging the SIMD instructions to be issued during
the ARM Core instruction run gives us a small boost, shaving 13 cycles, bringing
the full cost down to 1494.

Knowing this we try to carefully apply the same interleaving to ρwest and
ρeast, the rationale being that running some of the ARM Core code in parallel
with SIMD instructions might alleviate the problem of waiting on results that
we described in section 4.5. This is a correct conjecture, but it does not help
improve performance. The resulting cycle count is 1494 cycles, which effectively
means that the interleaving only eliminated the extra cycle cost but no more
than that. The final result, which we name “alpha three”, is displayed in table
9 together with the results from section 4.5

Implementation Cycle count

Alpha two 1754
Alpha two + Mixed θ 1605
Alpha two + ARM Core θ + ARM Core ρwest 1527
Alpha two + ARM Core θ 1507
Alpha three 1494

Table 9. Different implementations of θ and their benchmark values
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5 Ditching slow management code

While not as interesting as the optimizations to the Xoodoo[6] permutation,
we should also mention the optimizations done to some of the surrounding pro-
gram code. Specifically the part of the PlSnP API that is used to provide the
Xoodoo[6] permutation with a permutable state, as well as extracting the per-
mutations. In short this code, which we shall refer to as management code, is
used by the overarching Xoofff implementation.

The reason this needs to be brought to attention is the benchmark result
in table 10. This shows that even though we optimized Xoodoo[6] to take
1494/4 = 373.5 cycles per state in our alpha three implementation, this did not
result in Xoofff-WBC using the alpha three implementation as a whole being
faster than the single state optimized version.

Implementation 512-byte input 4096-byte input

Single state reference generic 32-bit 799.1 cycles/byte 711.5 cycles/byte
Single state optimized generic 32-bit 218.5 cycles/byte 207.8 cycles/byte
Xoofff-WBC using alpha three 58.4 cycles/byte 50.1 cycles/byte
Single state ARMv7A 49.5 cycles/byte 34.1 cycles/byte
Adiantum 15.8 cycles/byte 10.6 cycles/byte

Table 10. Speed in cycles per byte for Xoofff-WBC using alpha three

The numbers for Xoofff-WBC using alpha three in table 10 are taken from
a benchmark done after optimizing the management code pretty extensively.
This means that even if we manage to make the management code even faster
or we optimize Xoodoo itself even more, we will probably not be faster than
the single state implementation.

Instead of trying to squeeze out some last cycles using the classic PlSnP
setup, we move on to using the fastloop support of the API. We briefly discussed
this extension in section 3.1. This extension is already used by the single state
implementation, and eliminates the use of most management code.

5.1 Comparing PlSnP and fastloop

The idea behind the PlSnP API is to provide the Xoodoo permutation and run
a generic sequence that applies all the permutations. Once Pb, then Pc as much
as needed, then collect the results and run them through Pd and finally expand
again through Pe. This generic sequence is written in C, and accompanied by C
implementations of Rollc and Rolle.

In contrast, the fastloop approach aims to eliminate most of the generic code
by making some assumptions that are enforced elsewhere and eliminate most
management code. Fastloop support is not a feature of Xoodoo, but a partial
implementation of Xoofff. This is evident since the two of the three functions
that need to be implemented for fastloop support are fastloop compress and
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fastloop expand. The third function is called AddIs, which can be seen as a
streaming function that adds two arrays together (using XOR).

Fastloop compression requires us to write a function that compresses as much
of the input as possible, before handing the remaining input over to an imple-
mentation with a lower degree of vectorization. Similarly, fastloop expansion
requires us to produce as much output as possible while minimizing overhead,
possibly letting an implementation with a lower degree of vectorization finish
the output generation.

For compression, if our highest degree of vectorization is 4 and we have 8000
bytes to process we could process 4 · 48 = 192 bytes in one iteration, the API
expects us to process 7872 bytes using the Fastloop compress function. This is
because b8000/192c = 41 → 41 · 192 = 7872. The leftover 8000 − 7872 = 128
bytes do not fill four states. These last 128 bytes are padded with bits to the
nearest multiple of 48 bytes and then processed by a Xoodoo implementation
with a lower degree of vectorization. In the current implementation this is a
single-state version, but the API leaves room for a two-state permutation.

Likewise with the expansion function, in the same situation if we need an
output of 8000 bytes, then 7872 bytes can be generated by the four state imple-
mentation. The last 128 bytes are generated by a Xoodoo implementation with
a lower degree of vectorization. With expansion there is no need for padding,
instead the last few bits of output are simply not used.

5.2 Horizontal versus vertical state

The actual implementation of fastloop relies on the presence of some implemen-
tation of Xoodoo, dedicated implementations of Rolle and Rollc (see section
2.6) and the construction of an initial state.

The available implementation of Xoodoo is the alpha three version from
chapter 4. This implementation initially loads states that are provided in an
interleaved fashion, this was a design choice made by the author of the overar-
ching generic PlSnP-based Xoofff implementation. In the case of alpha three
this works out nicely, since the way VLDM9 fills registers is to first top off one
register with available data and then move on to the next. This behaviour is
shown using a reduced-size example in figure 9.

So when working within the boundaries of PlSnP, after we load the state,
it is neatly arranged to be permuted. Every state being in its own row. With
fastloop compression we do not have this luxury. In that case we are not loading a
prepared state, but the raw input for compression. The first 12 words (48 bytes)
of this input belong to state a and should end up in the top row of our registers.
But, as displayed in figure 10, the input bytes for state a end up grouped together
instead.

This is not a desired configuration, and what makes this problem harder is
that this is the raw input. This input also needs to be added together with the
key stream, as shown on the left side of figure 6 in section 2.4. The key stream is

9 Section A8.8.333 in [4]
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{a0, b0, c0, d0, a1, b1, ...} →

Offset Register

bits q0 q1 q2 q3

0 a0 a1
32 b0 b1
64 c0 ...

96 d0

Fig. 9. VLDM behaviour when loading an interleaved state, (essentially horizontally ori-
ented).

{a0, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, ...} →

Offset Register

bits q0 q1 q2 q3

0 a0 a4
32 a1 a5
64 a2 ...

96 a3

Fig. 10. VLDM behaviour when loading raw input, (essentially vertically oriented).

generated using Rollc, at a rate of 48 bytes (12 words) per iteration. Let us define
the term key bytes as all bytes needed to perform one four-state compression,
that is the 192 bytes of {Rollnc (k), .., Rolln+3

c (k)}. These are the bytes needed to
compress input mn through mn+3 from figure 6.

1. First create the key bytes horizontally oriented, then load the input {mn, ..,mn+3}
and add these into the key bytes.

2. First load the input {mn, ..,mn+3} vertically oriented as seen in figure 10,
then rearrange them horizontally. Finally generate the key bytes and add
these into the input rows.

3. In some balance generate key bytes and load input {mn, ..,mn+3} simul-
taneously, and add them together. Finally transform them from vertical to
horizontal alignment.

In actuality, there is a fourth option, which is to implement a different type of
Xoodoo permutation that permutes over vertically oriented states as depicted
in figure 10. We choose not to do this, since testing and benchmarking the
core Xoodoo permutation happens using PlSnP. Using an entirely different
implementation of Xoodoo for fastloop support would circumvent most testing,
which would increase the difficulty of finding bugs. At least when reusing the
permutation we have a guarantee that that part of the code is correct.

When looking at option one and two, notice that in both cases we fill up
most vector registers with row-oriented values first. In table 11, assuming that
each letter represents either the key bytes, or the raw input, we are left with
four registers to take care of the other.

In the case of having four registers left for raw input, we are back at the
situation in figure 10, with only four registers to solve that problem. Probably
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there is no efficient way to solve our problem this way so we cannot align the
key bytes first.

In the other case, the four leftover registers can be used for generating key
bytes (using Rollc). Since the state generated by Rollc is reminiscent of an LSFR
(a requirement discussed in section 2.4), some part of its state is reused. Specif-
ically, the first 12 words (48 bytes) generated by Rollc are simply the key bytes
as derived by Pb. Denoting these {k0, .., k11}, we can denote the next set of 12
words generated by Rollc are {k1, .., k12}. Essentially we only need to generate
one new word per state, for a total of four words. This can be done in four vector
registers quite efficiently, or possible in ARM Core registers. However, once gen-
eration is done, adding the key bytes into the raw input requires us to transform
the key bytes or add them into the input using sub-optimal constructions.

Offset Register

bits q0 q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 q8 q9 q10 q11 q12 q13 q14 q15

0 a a a a a a a a a a a a

32 b b b b b b b b b b b b

64 c c c c c c c c c c c c

96 d d d d d d d d d d d d
Table 11. Possible occupation of registers when first aligning key bytes or raw input
horizontally.

In contrast with the first and second option, the third option requires no
transforming of either the input or the key bytes. The only difficulty, which
would arise with option one and two as well, is that the key bytes need to
shift over per word. Once the key bytes are generated, since both the key bytes
and the input are vertically oriented, we can simply add them together using
VEOR. Since the key bytes can fit in four vector registers, we choose to load all
input {mn, ..,mn+3} vertically aligned. We will load the messages in the higher-
numbered registers (as show in table 12) so that the key generation can happen
in the lower-numbered registers which can be individually addressed (see section
3.7).

Offset Register

bits q0 q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 q8 q9 q10 q11 q12 q13 q14 q15

0 k k k k a a a b b b c c c d d d

32 k k k k a a a b b b c c c d d d

64 k k k k a a a b b b c c c d d d

96 k k k k a a a b b b c c c d d d
Table 12. Theoretical register contents with vertically oriented data, k only denotes
possible key data.
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As we said, we do need to have horizontally oriented states before inputting
the state into Xoodoo for the Pc permutation. A relatively efficient way to
perform this action is by using the VUZP10 and VTRN11 vector instructions. In
figure 11 we show how this can be done on a toy example with fewer registers.
Notice that even though the orientation switches correctly, the order of the
elements does not. This is not a problem, since we can deal with this situation
the same way as we did in section 4.4: we simply keep track of which element
ends up where, and calculate accordingly. For our first implementation we do
relocate the data first, so that we initially do not have to rewrite our Xoodoo
implementation with a risk of introducing bugs.

q0 q1 q2 q3
a0,0 b0,0 c0,0 d0,0
a1,0 b1,0 c1,0 d1,0
a0,1 b0,1 c0,1 d0,1
a1,1 b1,1 c1,1 d1,1

⇒V UZP

q0 q1 q2 q3
a0,0 b0,0 a1,0 b1,0
a0,1 b0,1 a1,1 b1,1
c0,0 d0,0 c1,0 d1,0
c0,1 d0,1 c1,1 d1,1

⇒V TRN

q0 q1 q2 q3
a0,0 a0,1 a1,0 a1,1
b0,0 b0,1 b1,0 b1,1
c0,0 c0,1 c1,0 c1,1
d0,0 d0,1 d1,0 d1,1

Fig. 11. Transposing vertically oriented data, with color coded states for convenience

The compression phase turned out to be the greatest challenge, since the
expansion phase behaves almost the same, but with some aspects executed in
reverse order. Besides the compression and expansion phases, we have to im-
plement the AddIs function, which can be done using a simple loop. This last
function can obviously be optimized later on.

The resulting fastloop supporting implementation is already much faster than
alpha three, and because it is very distinct from alpha three (it shares only the
core Xoodoo permutation) we shall name this implementation the beta (one)
implementation. In fact, as shown in table 13 beta one is on the verge of out-
performing the single state implementation.

Implementation 512-byte input 4096-byte input

Single state reference generic 32-bit 799.1 cycles/byte 711.5 cycles/byte
Single state optimized generic 32-bit 218.5 cycles/byte 207.8 cycles/byte
Xoofff-WBC using alpha three 58.4 cycles/byte 50.1 cycles/byte
Xoofff-WBC using beta one 50.4 cycles/byte 34.0 cycles/byte
Single state ARMv7A 49.5 cycles/byte 34.1 cycles/byte
Adiantum 15.8 cycles/byte 10.6 cycles/byte

Table 13. Speed in cycles per byte for Xoofff-WBC using alpha three versus beta one

10 Section A8.8.423 in [4]
11 Section A8.8.421 in [4]
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5.3 Unaligned access

During further optimization and testing of the beta one implementation, little
result was achieved. Updates that should have made an impact for better or
worse all had little effect. After some thought, it turned out this was because of
two things.

First of all we use VLDM12 to load the four states into the registers. This
operation does not handle unaligned access, which means it will generate an
error and stop execution when it encounters a pointer that is not divisible by 4.

Then, secondly, we worked around this by testing if the pointer is divisible
by four and simply leaving the function. The unprocessed data can simply be
picked up by the single-state instead. At the time this solved a lot of issues, but
it turns out that in Xoofff-WBC most data is unaligned due to the split function.
This means that in Xoofff-WBC the beta one implementation is almost not used.
Exactly never when working with 512-byte input, and only in 50% of the cases
otherwise.

After some research and discussion it turns out that we misunderstood an
alternative load instruction, VLD113, which can deal with unaligned access. The
version using VLD1 instead of VLDM we name beta two and is shown in table 14.

Implementation 512-byte input 4096-byte input

Single state reference generic 32-bit 799.1 cycles/byte 711.5 cycles/byte
Single state optimized generic 32-bit 218.5 cycles/byte 207.8 cycles/byte
Xoofff-WBC using beta one 50.4 cycles/byte 34.0 cycles/byte
Single state ARMv7A 49.5 cycles/byte 34.1 cycles/byte
Xoofff-WBC using beta two 48.4 cycles/byte 29.3 cycles/byte
Adiantum 15.8 cycles/byte 10.6 cycles/byte

Table 14. Speed in cycles per byte for Xoofff-WBC using beta one versus beta two

5.4 Media processing speedup

One of the things we did to examine the alignment issue discussed in section 5.3
was write a different fastloop implementation. This is the version mentioned in
section 5.2, with data oriented vertically as shown in Table 12 from section 5.2.

This was done mainly to see if any optimization had influence, since writing
a vertically aligned algorithm eliminates the need to apply the transposition
operations (as described in figure 11 in section 5.2). Because of this, by the
time we arrived at the solution of using VLD1 to load unaligned data, we had
an alternative implementation of fastloop using states vertically aligned in the
registers. Naming this version gamma one, we show it alongside beta two in table
15.

12 A8.8.333 in [4]
13 A8.8.321-323 in [4]
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Implementation 512-byte input 4096-byte input

Single state reference generic 32-bit 799.1 cycles/byte 711.5 cycles/byte
Single state optimized generic 32-bit 218.5 cycles/byte 207.8 cycles/byte
Single state ARMv7A 49.5 cycles/byte 34.1 cycles/byte
Xoofff-WBC using gamma one 49.4 cycles/byte 31.8 cycles/byte
Xoofff-WBC using beta two 48.4 cycles/byte 29.3 cycles/byte
Adiantum 15.8 cycles/byte 10.6 cycles/byte

Table 15. Speed in cycles per byte for Xoofff-WBC using beta two versus gamma one

While gamma one is not as fast as beta two, this is mainly because the
Xoodoo implementation used in beta two is the originally sped up version
that was used in the PlSnP implementation. On the flipside, gamma one has
a completely new implementation. A positive effect of this new version is that
we are no longer trying to retrofit the PlSnP Xoodoo implementation into the
Xoofff-WBC fastloop. This eliminates a good deal of built-up code clutter
and makes it altogether easier to deal with.

Theoretically speaking gamma one can be sped up to be faster than any sped
up version of beta, since gamma implementations will never have to transpose
the input. This fact, together with the less complicated code when compared to
beta two makes gamma one actually a better candidate for further optimizations.

While before we looked at SIMD instructions as parallel ARM Core instruc-
tions, we should adjust this viewpoint. In the neon optimization guide [3] as
provided by ARM, we can see that SIMD instructions are meant to behave
somewhat like a stream. This means that most SIMD instructions take only one
or two cycles to start but after that, even if the result of the operation is not
calculated yet, is is possible to start up another SIMD instruction given that it
does not depend on the previous operation.

Algorithm 10 Two independent VADD instructions will interleave, neither will
have to wait or block until the other is done.
vadd q0, q1, q2

vadd q4, q5, q6

Algorithm 11 The second VADD depends on the result written to q0 by the first
VADD, extending execution time significantly.
vadd q0, q1, q2

vadd q4, q5, q0
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Of course, this streaming behavior advantage is lost if the next NEON op-
eration depends on the previous operation. In algorithms 10 and 11 the VADD14

instruction as an example, which according to [22] takes one cycle to start, and
four cycles to write back to the result register. Algorithm 11 would take a total of
six cycles to finish running, however, algorithm 10 would take ten cycles because
of the dependence of the second VADD instruction on the result of the first VADD
instruction.

Because of this, one good way to speed up the code further, is by identifying
locations where SIMD instructions are ordered such that there is interference as
depicted in algorithm 11 and rewrite the implementation at those locations so
that they behave more like the situation of algorithm 10.

Implementation 512-byte input 4096-byte input

Single state reference generic 32-bit 799.1 cycles/byte 711.5 cycles/byte
Single state optimized generic 32-bit 218.5 cycles/byte 207.8 cycles/byte
Single state ARMv7A 49.5 cycles/byte 34.1 cycles/byte
Xoofff-WBC using beta two 48.4 cycles/byte 29.3 cycles/byte
Xoofff-WBC using gamma two 48.0 cycles/byte 28.3 cycles/byte
Adiantum 15.8 cycles/byte 10.6 cycles/byte

Table 16. Speed in cycles per byte for Xoofff-WBC using beta two versus gamma two

After rewriting the θ, ρwest, ρeast, and the accumulation algorithm (the op-
eration just before Pd in 6 as show in section 2.4), we arrive at a new version of
our fastloop implementation which we shall name gamma two. As shown in ta-
ble 16 the performance of this algorithm is already better than the horizontally
oriented beta two by just optimizing some of the operations in the Xoodoo
algorithm and improving the accumulator.

5.5 Vertical state tricks

It should go without mentioning that the vertically oriented version of Xoodoo
behaves differently than the horizontally oriented version. One of the more no-
table differences is the way lanes are shifted. The logic described in section 4.4 is
no longer applicable, since the lanes are now saved in the same vector register.

When dealing with vertical orientation, every vector register corresponds to
one plane. In this case it is not enough to remember that a lane has shifted,
and then use the registers according to the new order in the next operation (as
discussed in section 4.4. Instead we need to prepare the new plane in time before
the next operation that operates on the whole plane. In gamma two this is done
by first moving the data to ARM Core registers and then moving them back
in a different order into the vector register. An example of this can be seen in
algorithm 12.

14 A8.8.283 in [4]
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Offset Register

bits q0 q1 q2 q3

0 a0,0 a1,0
32 a0,1 a1,1
64 a0,2 ...

96 a0,3

⇒

Offset Register

bits q0 q1 q2 q3

0 a0,3 a1,0
32 a0,0 a1,1
64 a0,1 ...

96 a0,2

Fig. 12. Shifting lanes in vertical orientation: remembering the position is not enough
as plane 0 shifts with regards to plane 1.

Algorithm 12 Cyclic shift all lanes on a plane left by one. Use ARM Core
registers naively.
vmov.32 r5, r6, d16

vmov.32 r7, r8, d17

vmov.32 s9, r5

vmov.32 s10, r6

vmov.32 s11, r7

vmov.32 s8, r8

In some cases the ARM Core registers are necessary, because a shift of a plane
by one lane (32 bits) cannot be done purely in vector registers that can only be
addressed by 64- and 128-bits names (the d and q addresses discussed in section
3.7). However, in some cases this shift can be done by using single addressing
mode (the s addresses discussed in section 3.7). In the locations where this is
not possible, we can still optimize by addressing the ARM Core registers that
we moved the data to in a smart way, essentially turning code in the style of
algorithm 12 into code in the style of algorithm 13.

Algorithm 13 Cyclic shift all lanes on a plane left by one. Implicitly reorder
ARM Core registers when writing back.
vmov.32 r5, r6, d16

vmov.32 r7, r8, d17

vmov.32 d4, r8, r5

vmov.32 d5, r6, r7

After applying this optimization and other, similar, optimizations in the shifts
performed in ρwest and θ we also fix a small issue in Rollc where it tried to save
data from a register that was being written to (severely increasing the runtime).
After these two updates, we achieve a decent speed increase with 26.8 cycles
per byte for the 4096-byte input benchmark, and 47.4 cycles per byte for the
512-byte input benchmark.
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It turns out that simply updating the data movement in these functions is
not the only possibility for optimization. One specific instruction named VEXT15

can be used to pull the top part of one register and the bottom part of another
register. This is essentially what we are doing in algorithm 13, which means that
we could benefit from using VEXT instead.

Implementation 512-byte input 4096-byte input

Single state reference generic 32-bit 799.1 cycles/byte 711.5 cycles/byte
Single state optimized generic 32-bit 218.5 cycles/byte 207.8 cycles/byte
Single state ARMv7A 49.5 cycles/byte 34.1 cycles/byte
Xoofff-WBC using gamma two 48.0 cycles/byte 28.3 cycles/byte
Xoofff-WBC using gamma three 47.1 cycles/byte 26.0 cycles/byte
Adiantum 15.8 cycles/byte 10.6 cycles/byte

Table 17. Speed in cycles per byte for Xoofff-WBC using different Xoodoo implemen-
tations

And indeed, applying this method where applicable in ρwest, ρeast and Rollc
gives another slight speed increase. With this speed increase, very little room
for optimization is left. Most actions are now done using instructions that are
one-of-a-kind and not easily summarized or compressed further. Therefore we
shall give this new version a new name, and then move on to optimize other
aspects of the implementation. The result is shown in table 17.

5.6 Optimizing the AddIs function

At the start of section 5 we mentioned we would be ditching most management
code. One piece of management that is still present in the fastloop implementa-
tion is the function called AddIs. This function simply takes two input buffers
of data, and adds them together using exclusive or. The result is written back
to memory in place of one of the input streams.

Implementation 512-byte input 4096-byte input

Single state reference generic 32-bit 799.1 cycles/byte 711.5 cycles/byte
Single state optimized generic 32-bit 218.5 cycles/byte 207.8 cycles/byte
Single state ARMv7A 49.5 cycles/byte 34.1 cycles/byte
Xoofff-WBC using gamma three 47.1 cycles/byte 26.0 cycles/byte
Xoofff-WBC using delta 45.9 cycles/byte 25.0 cycles/byte
Adiantum 15.8 cycles/byte 10.6 cycles/byte

Table 18. Speed in cycles per byte for Xoofff-WBC using different Xoodoo implemen-
tations

15 A8.8.317 in [4]
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Adding two input buffers together can be done in many ways, but up to the
gamma three implementation, we simply used a loop that would get the job done
without using any of the vector registers. However, when applying the knowledge
about VLD1 as acquired in section 5.3 we can rewrite AddIs in such a way that
it handles slightly larger inputs (256-bit and up) in a better way. This gives
another increase in speed, and since the optimization was done in a different
part of the code we name this version delta. The results of this optimization can
be found in table 18.
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6 Comparison of algorithm speed

As seen in table 18 in section 5.6 we did not manage to reach the speed that
Adiantum reaches. It would have been very interesting to get even closer as well,
but it is more interesting to see where the remainder of the cycles could be won,
what our theoretical lower bound is, and how Xoofff-WBC with the delta version
of Xoodoo now compares to Adiantum [13] in speed and security.

Before we dive in deeper, realize that Adiantum has been constructed from
existing algorithms. Most of these algorithms (AES, NH, Poly1305) have had
years of optimization and can be assumed to be close to their theoretical lower
bound speed-wise. Not so much for the newer Xoofff-WBC and the Xoodoo [16]
permutation, which were proposed at the end of 2018.

The comparison between the 512-byte and 4096-byte inputs on Xoofff-WBC
and Adiantum is quickly made. However, we might yet find more information
about the speeds of these two algorithms. As a first consideration, we can take
a look at figure 13 in which we show the speed in cycles per byte for Xoofff-
WBC encryption and the contribution of the fastloop compress and expand
implementations.

Note that the management code includes fallback to the single-state imple-
mentation when there is not enough data to work with 4 states in parallel. Pay
further attention to the fact that the exact measurements are the result from one
specific measurement and meant as an exposition. We choose to use this data as
is, without averaging several runs since this implementation of Xoofff-WBC is
not close to Adiantum in speed. Two things are clear from figure 13. The first

Fig. 13. The curve of the cycles per byte cost, as the number of input bytes increases.
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point is that between the management code, fastloop compression and fastloop
expansion each is responsible for a third of the cycles per byte, with the manage-
ment code having a slightly higher impact. The second point is that the cycles
per byte behave more or less like a formula of the form y = (ax+ b)/x. This is
a natural result since cycles per byte can be expressed as y = cycles/x with x
being the number of bytes and cycles = ax + b with a the average number of
cycles needed to process one byte and b the number of static cycle cost to prepare
and run the algorithm. While the first point is mostly interesting when prepar-

Fig. 14. Raw cycle counts for parts of Xoofff-WBC and some subroutines, joined by a
linear approximation of Xoofff-WBC cost

ing to perform more optimizations, the second point is more interesting to us
right now. It suggests that increasing the number of input bytes will eventually
flatten out and no longer effectively lower the cycles per byte cost of Xoofff-
WBC. In this particular case the limit with x approaching infinity is around
22.5 cycles per byte. We acquired this value by approximating a candidate for
cycles = ax+ b = 22.5x+ 8421, as can be seen in figure 14. The accompanying
cycles per byte curve is also added in figure 13.

Using the Adiantum source code [10] we can run benchmarks for Adiantum
as well. We did not take as rigorous a measurement as the original Adiantum
paper [13] but just enough to get a better layout of the performance of Adiantum.
One thing to note is that Adiantum cannot be run with less than 16 bytes of
input, this is due to the specification given in section 2 of [13] that requires
the input to split into 128 bits (which is 16 bytes) and a remainder. For the
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benchmark we measure encryption cycle cost only, since that is what is measured
from Xoofff-WBC as well.

Fig. 15. Adiantum measurements and approximation.

Using the data from the measurements from 16 bytes and up we can infer that
the slope of the cycle cost is approximated by the formula cycles = 10.5x+2228,
as can be seen in 15. Not only has Adiantum a better asymptote at 10.5 cycles per
byte when compared to the 22.5 of Xoofff-WBC, it also has a better starting cost.
The flat cost of running without processing anything seems to fall around 2228
cycles for Adiantum, but at 8421 cycles for Xoofff-WBC. Note that regardless
of actual cost, both algorithms are of linear complexity.

It should be noted that Xoofff-WBC is not as optimized as it could be. Even
most of the Xoofff primitive is not as optimized as it could be. Both leave a
margin of preparation code and add to the management code cost when consid-
ering Xoofff-WBC as displayed in figure 14. Moreover, the Fastloop functions of
Xoofff might be done differently to allow for more flexible input sizes. However,
as things stand, Adiantum is a winner in speed.
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7 Comparison of algorithm security

Now, something to consider, besides speed, when comparing Adiantum and
Xoofff-WBC are the relevant security claims and limits to the algorithms. When
taking a look at Adiantum, we first considered the HBSH-construction in section
2.1. In the case of Adiantum (by which we mean Adiantum-XChaCha12-AES)
the block cipher used is AES-256 [17] as discussed in section 2.2. AES has a
block size of 128 bits, which limited the minimum size of input for Adiantum
when benchmarking it in section 6.

AES itself is limited in security by this block size. Within Adiantum this
can cause internal collisions, which is assumed [13] to be the limiting security
parameter. They also give an approximation of the advantage an attacker has,
with a tweak length of 32 bytes and a block size of 4096 bytes this is adv ≈
2−101 · q2 with q the number of sectors being encrypted. The relevant part of the
formula from section 6.5 in [13] is as follows:

Adv ≤ 3 · 2−128 + 2−103 ·max(1 + dlT /128e, 2d(lM − 128)/8192e) · q(q − 1)

In this formula we have the variables q, lM and lT . q is the number of queries
that can be done, which in case of encrypting a device is equal to the number of
sectors being encrypted. lM is the length of the input message in bits and lT is
the length of the tweak in bits. The actual advantage formula has more terms,
but the paper mentions that this term is the dominant one and as such we shall
only be using this part of the claim. A similar formula exists for Xoofff-WBC,
but with different dependencies. We previously discussed this formula in section
2.9.

Adv ≤ uN + u(u− 1)

2κ
+

N

2192
+

M

2128
+

M2

2nmin/2−8

When comparing these formulas, we will rewrite this formula in terms of q,
lM and lT , for which we will need some insight into the structure of Xoofff-WBC
as discussed in section 2.8.

There is no need to limit key size κ, but it might be nice to have a key that
has a size divisible by eight. Following that reasoning we choose κ = 376 < 384,
the largest number below 384 divisible by eight.

The number of keys used u can be set by considering a company of 100
people using the same Xoofff-WBC setup on their phones. In that case we pick
u = 100 for 100 individual keys to be recovered. Note that even when picking
an ambitious number like ten thousand, we end up with a calculation along the
lines of:

1N + 1(1− 1)

2376
=

N

2376

This term is significantly smaller than the other term depending on N , and
as such it does not really matter in the grand scheme of things. We can just pick
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an arbitrary number, but since Adiantum only provides a single-user case, we
shall do the same and set u = 1.

In order to properly calculate M , we need to take a better look at the split
function discussed in section 2.8. Using this split function with lM as earlier
defined, we can get the size of the left and the right pipe with split(lM ) and
lM −split(lM ) respectively. The number of Xoodoo[6] calls c needed to process
an number of bytes b can be calculated with c = db/384e because of the structure
of the Farfalle construction. With this, we can see that:

– The first call to H (Xoofffie) takes d(lM − split(lM ))/384e compression
Xoodoo[6] calls and dsplit(lM )/384e expansion Xoodoo[6] calls.

– The first call to G (Xoofff) takes takes dsplit(lM )/384e + 1 compression
Xoodoo[6] calls (one extra for the tweak) and d(lM − split(lM ))/384e ex-
pansion Xoodoo[6] calls. One more call is done between compression and
expansion, because of the design of Xoofff.

– The second call to G takes takes d(lM − split(lM ))/384e + 1 compression
Xoodoo[6] calls (again, one extra for the tweak) and dsplit(lM )/384e ex-
pansion Xoodoo[6] calls. One more call is done between compression and
expansion, because of the design of Xoofff.

– The second call to H takes dsplit(lM )/384e compression Xoodoo[6] calls
and d(lM − split(lM ))/384e expansion Xoodoo[6] calls.

This is for encrypting one sector, however, in reality we are encrypting q sectors,
so we need to multiply the above parts of the equation by q.

M = 4q

(⌈
lM − split(lM )

384

⌉
+

⌈
split(lM )

384

⌉
+ 1

)
We can further simplify the equation by taking out the awkward split separa-

tion by observing that d(lM − split(lM ))/384e+ dsplit(lM )/384e ≤ dlM/384e+ 1
since at most one block is going to be “split down the middle” after padding
(which we account for by taking the ceiling).

M ≤ 4q

(⌈
lM
384

⌉
+ 2

)
Further observe that nmin, the minimum length of all queries, is simply equal

to lM in this case. This puts the complete security calculation to be:

adv ≤ N

2376
+

4q
(⌈

lM
384

⌉
+ 2

)
2192

+
N

2128
+

(4q
(⌈

lM
384

⌉
+ 2

)
)2

2lM/2−8

Now we have to pick a realistic value for N . N is, roughly speaking, the
amount of computing power available to the attacker. This depends on the con-
text, much like u. It appears that in the Adiantum paper, the computing power
gets dismissed because the assumption is made that internal collisions are the
leading term in the advantage calculation. They set no real boundary for the
computation, and therefore we have to somewhat arbitrarily decide on one.
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To stick with our previous scenarios, we are essentially dealing with a targeted
attack on a CEO or law enforcement trying to break into a suspect’s phone. In
the first case it would be possible that the attackers have access to distributed
computing via a botnet, in the latter case there might be access to some state-
sponsored hardware.

Aaron Toponce created a web-page collecting processing power numbers [25].
One of his sources seems to be a tweet (of all things) by Terahash, a company
building and selling password cracking devices based on GPUs. If we assume the
computing power of the attacker to be around the level of Terahash, then we
are looking at a maximum brute force computing power of around 265 bits per
month for MD5 hashes. Let us simply assume that MD5 processing are more or
less equal to the Xoodoo processing costs, and let us assume we have a month.
To be on the safe side, let us take a computing power over time equivalent to 270

to account for the increase in computing power since the time of the twitter post
as well as some imprecision. This is a safe assumption for our scenarios since
it seems unlikely that anyone except certain state actors have access to more
powerful hardware than the Terahash setup.

Fig. 16. Security advantage of an attacker when attacking a 4096-byte wide block
encryption, compared to the number of queries 2x available.

In figures 16 and 17 we see that for security it does not matter too much
if we are working with 512- or 4096-byte blocks. In essence the curve stays the
same, although it is shifted slightly to the left for the 4096-byte version. This is
due to the fact that at the same number of queries, the 4096-byte blocks yield
4096/512 = 23 times the information per query.
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Fig. 17. Security advantage of an attacker when attacking a 512-byte wide block en-
cryption, compared to the number of queries 2x available.

The “-Bruteforce” line excludes computation power as a factor. This line
has similar behaviour as the Adiantum claim, since it focuses on a curve based
(mostly) on the number of queries performed. This line gives a more compre-
hensive comparison to Adiantum, which is in this sense less secure.

The orange line “+Bruteforce” shows the advantage an attacker might have
in a more real-world scenario, where raw computing power can always help. In
our hypothetical scenario we see an advantage of about 2−58 ≈ 3 · 10−18 from
raw computing power, which holds until the amount of data available makes
smarter attacks likely at around 2130 queries.

In both cases, once the algorithm claim crosses the advantage line, they are
practically always broken. Note that both axes read logarithmic, the x-axis in
terms of 2x queries performed and the y-axis in terms of a 2y advantage.

Of course this is not the same as claiming that Adiantum is weak. It is
sufficiently strong. It simply is the case when having to encrypt larger amounts
of data, Xoofff-WBC tends to stay more secure if the claim holds. This might
be relevant, for example, when encrypting a large amount of IoT traffic with a
shared key.
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8 Comparison in algorithm versatility and economy

When speaking about comparison, one last thing to keep in mind is versatility.
In this paper we optimized Xoofff-WBC by speeding up Xoodoo and Xoofff,
which means that we inadvertently also optimized all other Xoofff-based cryp-
tography. This is where Xoofff-WBC definitely stands stronger than Adiantum.
While having access to Adiantum means having access to a self-contained wide
block cipher, having access to the Xoofff-suite means having access to opti-
mized implementation of all Farfalle-based algorithms.

– Xoofff-SANE, a type of session authentication
– Xoofff-SANSE, a relaxed type of session authentication
– Xoofff-WBC, the wide block cipher discussed in this thesis
– Xoofff-WBC-AE, a Xoofff-WBC based authenticated wide block cipher
– Xoodyak, a Xoodoo[12]-based cryptographic multi-tool, usable for hashing

among other things.
– The Xoodoo[6] and Xoodoo[12] permutations for use in other modes.

This is a question of economy, in a way, since distributing a Xoofff-suite would
provide a broad cover of many cryptographic functionalities. Another question
of economy arises when we consider trading security for speed. In order to do
that we shall take a measure of speed and security and establish a ratio.

For Xoofff-WBC we can take the equation given in section 7, and observe
that when we vary over q, only the following two terms are variable:

4q
(⌈

lM
384

⌉
+ 2

)
2192

+
(4q

(⌈
lM
384

⌉
+ 2

)
)2

2lM/2−8

Since lM is sufficiently large, even at 512 bytes (lM = 512 · 8 = 4096 bits), we
can safely ignore the second term and get a loose approximation.

4q
(⌈

lM
384

⌉
+ 2

)
2192

≈
q
(⌈

lM
384

⌉
+ 2

)
2190

Which resolves to (q · (11+2))/2190 ≈ 2−186q for lM = 4096 bits (512 bytes) and
similarly to (q · (86 + 2))/2190 ≈ 2−184q for lM = 32786 bits (4096 bytes).

For Adiantum we can look at the security claim approximation given by
Crowley and Biggers (Section 6.5), which is stated to approximate 2−101q2 for
4096 byte blocks as input. If we apply this logic to the 512-byte version using a
32-byte tweak and we get a result similar to that of the 4096 situation.

2−103max

(
1 +

⌈
lT

128

⌉
, 2

⌈
(lM − 128)

8192

⌉)(
q

2

)
≈ 2−1033q2 ≈ 2−101q2

These claims are expressed in q the number of queries. The cost of encrypting
one sector, which results in one available query, can be approximated using the
cycles per byte information we collected in table 18 in section 5.6. Using this
information we generate table 19.
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Implementation 512-byte input 4096-byte input

Xoofff-WBC using delta 23500 cycles 102400 cycles
Adiantum 8090 cycles 43417 cycles

Table 19. Approximate effort in encrypting one sector in cycles comparison between
Adiantum and Xoofff-WBC using the delta Xoodoo implementation

Now if we rewrite the security claims to divisions notice that the “bad” part
of the division, the part that makes the security decrease, is the numerator. If
we assume that encryption cost of a sector (which results in one query q) is
also something “bad”, we can simply multiply the numerator by the cost to get
formulas that give us an idea about the economy of these algorithms.

Implementation 512-byte input 4096-byte input

Xoofff-WBC using delta 23500q/2186 ≈ q/2171 102400q/2184 ≈ q/2167

Adiantum 8090q2/2101 ≈ q2/288 43417q2/2101 ≈ q2/286

Table 20. Approximate security to speed curves for Adiantum and Xoofff-WBC

We show the approximations of the good versus the bad in table 20, where
q is still the number of queries available to us. The comparison is a little unfair,
seeing how Adiantum has a security claim that is quadratic in the numerator,
while Xoofff-WBC is linear. Not only has Xoofff-WBC a head start, Adiantum
also has no chance of catching up in terms of trading speed for security.
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9 Future Work

The optimization work on Xoodoo-based cryptography is far from done. Even
for the Cortex-A7 and other ARMv7-A and NEON-compatible processing units
there remain several areas of optimization.

9.1 We can go faster

First we should remark that at no point there was a complete documentation
on the cycle/stream timings for NEON operations. Some optimization could be
left in the order of execution.

Within Xoodoo it is still possible to try other degrees of parallel processing.
Whereas our implementation has four parallel states, using three or two states
instead would leave more space open in the registers to save intermediate results.
This way it should be possible to keep the rolling state (Rollic(k)) and the accu-
mulator in the registers when using the Fastloop implementation. In both cases
this would result in eliminating most interaction with the stack, which in turn
increase speed. This would be especially apparent when working with smaller
block sizes.

The Fastloop is, technically, a part of Xoofff and not Xoodoo, which
brings us two points. The first is that the Fastloop is almost always faster than
the PlSnP implementation of the same function, because it eliminates a lot of
redundant state management. Most notable is that the transformations from
vertical to horizontal state, as discussed in section 5.2, are implicitly expected
when implementing the PlSnP version. Using fastloop relieves the burden of this
expectation and is one of the reasons for the speedup.

However, the Fastloop implementation is not as fast as it could be, despite
the speedup in comparison with the PlSnP implementation. Several manage-
ment functions remain in the xoofff.c file, such as xoofff CompressBlocks,
xoofff Compress and the xoofff Expand functions, which serve as a wrapper
to handle the PlSnP and Fastloop functions. Their overhead might be small, but
certainly not insignificant when dealing with smaller block sizes. Rewriting the
complete xoofff.c code should yield some speed at the very least.

9.2 A fixed-width implementation

With loss of generality we could decide to have a Xoofff-WBC implementation
that is made explicitly for 4096- or 512-byte in- and outputs. In that case we
could pre-compute the output of the split function, and prepare our code for the
exact data sizes that we would encounter. This is also one of the reasons that
Adiantum can be so fast: one of their two branches has a fixed width, which can
be optimized for.

In fact, when writing Xoofff-WBC for fixed length, everything becomes faster
since all code could be written with the least amount of memory interaction. The
amount of data needed from memory would be known for every step and could
perfectly be anticipated. That being said, in this case we would have to compare
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such a version of Xoofff-WBC to a fixed-width version of Adiantum, since the
current version of the latter still allows for variation in length.

9.3 A different state of vectorization

In this thesis we worked on a horizontal state for most of the time, until we
had to switch over to a vertical state implementation to perform some debug-
ging actions. Afterwards we decided to use the vertical state implementation to
optimize further, as discussed in section 5.4.

We did not take another look at the horizontal state implementation of beta
two. We do not know if it can be faster than the vertical state implementation
or if horizontal alignment opens opportunity for different optimization tricks. It
seems unlikely, but not impossible that the data alignment really matters here.

Another option for state vectorization that could be explored is a vertical
alignment, but with a focus on stream processing. Instead of working on four
states in parallel, and then working on four more states, why not prepare one
state, and start processing it while preparing the second state at the same time.
Interleaving this until there are three or four states being processed at the same
time, timing it so that whenever the oldest state is done, a new one has just
been prepared to be processed. When enough states are about to be processed,
simply stop adding new states.

Needless to say, such an implementation would be more interesting with
bigger input blocks. It might also serve to speed up the code when processing
more than one block, where you could essentially keep on processing as long as
the extra roll between blocks is taken into account.

9.4 Eight- or sixteen-state implementations

An interesting thought beyond lowering the degree of parallelization, as men-
tioned in section 9.1, is to instead increase it. In this thesis we focused on having
four states in parallel because that would fit into the registers without too much
management and effort. However, an option would be to have eight or sixteen
input blocks provided, and process these sequentially in batches of two or three
parallel states. This method would leave some registers free to manage other
variables such as the rolling state (Rollic(k)). Essentially this pulls a part of the
management code into the Fastloop, and providing a more granular control over
the management, although only useful with larger input blocks.

This optimization path is a possibility, but it is more of a patch than that
it is a true optimization when compared to the idea mentioned in section 9.1.
It makes more sense to eliminate the management code altogether by writing
xoofff.c in optimized assembly code.

9.5 Finally

When considering all the room for optimization, and looking at the asymptotes
for Xoofff-Compress and Xoofff-Expand in figure 13 in section 6, we can guess
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that about 8-10 cycles per byte are due to management, leaving around 14.5-16.5
cycles per byte for raw compression and expansion. With this estimate, our guess
is that most likely the complete algorithm will have a hard time getting past
14 cycles per byte since the bulk of expansion and compression lies in executing
Xoodoo[6]. In speed this would bring Xoofff-WBC close to Adiantum, but not
past that.

It is clear that much room for improvement remains, but probably not enough
to speed past Adiantum. In the end, the Xoodoo[6] permutation has to be run a
certain amount of times in order to output a valid Xoofff-WBC encryption. How-
ever, considering the flexibility of Xoofff-based cryptography and the stronger
security claim, it is still an interesting option for lower-end devices that need to
be a little more versatile or secure beyond just providing sufficient wide block
encryption.
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